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Jesus Zubia’s sky-high GMC Denali is the 
mechanical embodiment of the Lone Star 

credo “Don’t mess with Texas.”
Main image by Steve Temple

ON THE COVER
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• Designed, engineered and made in the USA
• Keeps or improves OE steering angles
 and geometry
• Clear Up to 38” tires 
• Easy to install – Includes everything you need
• Upgradeable with FOX shocks 

• Change the character of your truck with
 the change of a blade 
• Easy-to-swap, high-quality 
 aluminum grille blades
• 6-interchangeable designs to choose from
• Finished in gloss black or high shine chrome finish
• Paintable for a customized look

• Full wheel-to-wheel coverage with 14-guage steel
• No flex, single-piece, welded construction

• Paintable step inserts allow a custom finish 
• Rated up to 450 lbs. per side
• Textured, black, powder coated finish

• Laser cut, two tone, dimensional logo 
• Constructed from T-304, rust resistant, stainless steel 
• Bold, 3D RBP logo, dual-badged on both sides
• Weld or bolt on installation

LIFT KITS

SHOW SERIES BLADES

RX-7 STEP BARS

RX-7 EXHAUST TIPS

CONQUER THE ROAD
WITH
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BE ROGUE.
BE BOLD.
BE PROUD.

ROLLINGBIGPOWER.COM
1-800-237-7560
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BY ADAM BLATTENBERG

F

DIESEL WORLD MAGAZINEEDITOR'S NOTE |

or some reason I’ve 
been getting asked a lot 
lately why I still have a 
38R turbo on my 7.3L 

when they know I have everything 
the engine needs for much more 
power than that little turbo would 
ever be able to support. With my 
700 rear-wheel horsepower goal in 
mind before the end of 2017, they 
know the 38R’s 500 rear-wheel 
limit is really holding me back. 
It simply won’t � ow enough air 
to make much more than 500 
horsepower. Now I’ll tell you, I never 
intended on keeping the little guy 
on there and always planned on go-
ing to a larger S300-framed turbo 
at some point. Well, until the bottom 
end gets built I’m on the fence. I 
still drive my truck to work every 
day and the 38R is great for that. 
Rarely do I need more than 500 hp 
for my 12-mile commute. But when 
I drag race with the truck, 500 
isn’t nearly enough. But overall my 
current setup works pretty well, and 
it might for you too. 

Before I get into my setup, a little 
more info: Nitrous is known as a 
turbo in a bottle, meaning it adds a 
bunch of oxygen (like a spooled-up 
turbo does via compressed air) to 
help burn the fuel the injectors are 
throwing in the combustion chamber. 
Remember that nitrous can be much 
safer when used on a diesel than on 
a gas engine. That’s because leaning 
out a diesel simply means it makes 
less power. So unless you’re running 
an extremely smoky, fuel-rich tune, 
a small or even large shot of N2O 
could be pretty safe. If it’s done 
correctly.  

Well it’s that bottle that gives me the 
best of both worlds. On the street the 
bottle is never used and the waste-
gate on the turbo is set to open fairly 
high around 45 psi for great street 
manners. It’s got a decently tight AR 
(ratio of turbine to exhaust housing 
size) so it spools quick and the power 
comes on at low rpm. Because of 
that tight AR, if I spray the engine 
without changing the wastegate set-

ting the turbo will overspool instantly 
at the push of the go button. Leading 
to a damaged or even grenaded 
turbo. So on the track with nitrous 
I set the wastegate to open around 
20 psi, getting it out of the way early, 
and rely more on the nitrous to get 
the fuel burning. 

So with this setup I’m getting the 
aforementioned 500 hp on the street, 
and a healthier 600 hp for the track. 
Changing the wastegate setting 
takes only a couple minutes so it’s an 
easy change I can make at the pits 
with only two wrenches. The setup 
has been working so well I’m toying 
with adding a second kit to get to 
that 700 number and just keeping 
the 38R on there. I’m still not sure 
what I want to do yet.  

All that being said, yes nitrous can 
be used on your daily, and yes it can 
be safe. Here’s a couple tips that 
have worked well for me (famous last 
words, I know). First, never spray at 
low rpm with no boost. I try to make 

sure the engine is over 2,200 rpm 
and not heavily loaded before hitting 
the button. In other words, don’t 
spray it with the converter locked and 
the engine bogged down. Make sure 
the engine can spin up so the power 
has somewhere to go instead of just 
using it to break a rod. Get off the 
spray before getting off the throttle, 
else you risk a nasty back� re. Don’t 
overspool your turbo; wastegates 
are a must, or at least get yourself a 
very loose AR exhaust housing and 
keep an eye on your boost pressure. 
Head studs are always a good idea. 
If you’re extremely over-fueled 
you’re putting your engine at risk 
no matter what. Overall, be smart, 
don’t overdo it, and keep in mind 
what your pistons and rods can 
handle power-wise (a quick search 
on DieselWorldMag.com can tell you 
that). If you keep it near or below that 
number you should be � ne.   

BEST OF BOTH WORLDS?
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LONG RANGE
TITAN 2017 Ford F-Series 55-Gallon Mid-Ship Tank
TITAN’s new 2017 Ford Short Bed, Crew Cab tank holds 55 gallons. That’s 21 gallons more 
than the stock tank and roughly an additional 294 miles (based on 14 mpg) over the 
stock tank between � ll-ups. The new 55-gallon Ford tank is made in the USA, 
it carries the same Lifetime Warranty as all TITAN tanks, and like all 
of TITAN’s mid-ship replacement tanks it is a direct bolt-in 
replacement with no fabrication or cutting required—and 
of course it retains full use of the DEF system.

TITAN Fuel Tanks
TITANfueltanks.com

KEEP IT LEVEL
Hellwig Products 2017 Ford Super Duty 
Sway Bars

Hellwig’s upgraded forged sway bars for the new 2017 
F-250 and F-350 Super Duty trucks deliver drastic im-
provements to handling and body roll control, making 
the truck safer and more fun to drive. These bolt-on 
upgraded bars are forged from 4140 chromoly steel, 
heat treated for durability, and feature a forged 
3-hole adjustable end to allow you to tune the bars 
to your exact load and driving style.

Hellwig Products
HellwigProducts.com

HIGH-FLOW RAM AIR
Banks Power Ram Cummins Intake System 
Banks has a new Ram-Air Cold Air Intake for the 2013-17 Ram 
6.7L. Thanks to its enclosed cold-air housing, huge inlet, 
giant dome-shaped lifetime � lter, and streamlined design, 
Banks’ Ram-Air Intake maximizes the � ow of cool, dense 
air to the engine for greater power and fuel economy. 
Add on the optional Super-Scoop, and the results 
are even better! Longer service life, too. What’s 
more, Ram-Air is designed to preclude throwing 
fault or error codes. 

Banks Power
800.GET.POWER
BanksPower.com
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UPLOAD SOME POWER
Predator Performance Tuner
The legendary Predator Performance Tuner from DiabloSport has 
made a return. The Predator 2 continues where its predecessor left 
off by giving users tremendous performance gains, an unprecedented 
collection of adjustable options, advanced data logging capabili-
ties, and custom tuning functionality. The handheld device has been 
reduced in physical size and vehicle read, write, and tuning speeds 
are lightning quick. 

DiabloSport
DiabloSport.com

NEXT LEVEL FLARES
EGR Color Matched Fender Flares
EGR Inc. has introduced a new product line: Bolt-
on Color Match Fender Flares. Factory colors are 
precisely color matched by EGR’s in-house paint 
experts. For increased resiliency, the more popu-
lar colors feature color-impregnated material that 
help lessen the visibility of scratches sustained 
while off-roading. All � ares come packaged with 
the chrome injected molded bolts and rubber trim 
already installed.

EGR Inc.
EGRusa.com
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ROCK ON
Vision Wheel/412 Rocker
The New Rocker from Vision Wheel is now available in 18x9, 20x9, 20x12, 
22x12 and 24x12 to � t most 5, 6 and 8-lug applications. Standard features 
include a bolt-on center cap as well as removable stainless steel bolts for 
easy customization. Available � nishes include Anthracite w/Black Lip, Satin 
Black and Chrome. 
Vision Wheel
VisionWheel.com
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BANKS AND CHILL
Banks Power Intercooler for
2013-17 Ram 6.7L
The Banks Intercooler for the 2013-17 Ram 6.7L Cummins 
Diesel is designed to eliminate air� ow restrictions and increase 
boost air density, everything about the Banks Intercooler is 
bigger. It includes oversized mandrel-bent high � ow boost 
tubes, larger diameter inlet and outlets for increased � ow, 
Computational Fluid Dynamics designed cast aluminum end 
tanks providing uniform air� ow into the intercooler core, a core 
that’s 1.66 inches thicker than stock. The combined result is an 
overall 44% improvement in cooling volume � owing 53% more 
CFM than stock with a 55% reduction in pressure loss versus 
stock as well.
Banks Power
800.GET.POWER
BanksPower.com

KEEP IT COOL
BD Diesel 2011-17 Ford 6R140 HD Transmission Pan
BD’s new trans pan is designed to prevent transmission oil temp issues that will kill an 
automatic transmission under high-stress conditions. It’s constructed out of high-
strength cast A356-T6 aluminum with a powdercoated � nish for maximum durability, 
and engineered for increased rigidity to prevent case twisting. Built-in integrated internal 
and external heat-sink � ns extract heat from the � uid and introduce it into ambient air, 
maximizing cooling. 

BD Diesel
800.887.5030
DieselPerformance.com

TWICE AS CLEAN
AMSOIL Bypass Oil Filtration Kits
New AMSOIL Single-Remote Ea Bypass Filtration Systems are now available for Ford 
Power Stroke 6.7L applications and Cummins 5.9L/6.7L applications. The new systems 
include all components necessary for installation (including parts, hose, Ea Bypass Oil 
Filter and installation instructions), providing increased convenience and value.
AMSOIL
AMSOIL.com
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INJECTOR SERVICE
IPA Tools Diesel-Fuel Injection Cleaner and Primer
The Diesel-Fuel Injection Cleaner and Primer allows technicians to � ll 
the fuel tank reservoir with a fuel system cleaning � uid and clean fuel 
injectors. They can also quickly and easily purge air from fuel lines 
while � lling them with clean diesel at the � ip of a switch. The unique 
and ultra-portable design features an internal � ve-gallon tank, battery 
compartment and coiled fuel hose with extra space for storing including 
accessories.

IPA Tools
IPATools.com

CUSTOM HEIGHT LIFT
One Up Off road Adjustable Coil Levelers 
Race truck-style coilover technology with OEM ride quality—who wouldn’t 
want that? With One Up Offroad’s new Adjustable Coil Levelers (ACL), you get 
the best of both worlds.  The ACL will help you dial in your ride height from 
zero to 2.5 inches. Use it on OEM springs to level your truck or use it on lifted 
coil springs to get that last little bit of height to achieve the perfect stance.  
With this kit, you aren’t stuck using expensive coilovers to achieve an adjust-
able ride height.

One Up Offroad
OneUpOffroad.com

REMOTE FILTER
PacBrake PacPro Oil Filter Relocation Kit
PacPro’s oil � ltration relocation kit provides easy access and serviceability to 
the engine’s oil � lter. A remote oil � lter is most bene� cial for those who have 
twin turbos, as the installation of the second turbo can deny access to the 
stock � lter location. PacPro has designed this high-quality � ltration relocation 
kit using SAE 100R5 hose, approved SAE 100R5 � are � ttings and an anodized 
aluminum � lter head and base. Currently available for 1994-2013 Cummins 
engines. 

PacBrake
800.663.0096
PacBrake.com
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FIND IT AT

UNBEATABLE SERVICE, TECH ADVICE, SATISFACTION, AND SELECTION.

Call by 10 pm EST: In-Stock Parts Shipped That Day!
1.800.230.3030 • Tech: 1.330.630.3030 • Int’l: 1.330.630.0230

SCode: 1709DW • Typographical, description, or photography errors are subject to correction. Some parts are not legal 
for use in California or other states with similar laws/regulations. Please check your state and/or local laws/regulations. 
© 2017 AUTOSALES, INC. 

Delivering the Best 
for Your Diesel.
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LEVEL HEADED
PacBrake’s PacPro Leveling Kits
Designed with safety and ease of installation in mind, Pacbrake’s PacPro 
Leveling Kits require no strut preloading, cutting, or modi� cation of factory 
installed parts. Pacbrake’s lightweight aluminum PacPro spacers install 
above the factory coil springs to level your truck’s stance. By raising the 
front end a � xed amount you’re increasing both the ground and wheel 
well clearance to allow for installation of larger wheels and increased 
off-road capability.

PacBrake
800.663.0096
PacBrake.com

VP44 PERFORMANCE 
Quadzilla Adrenaline Tuner With iQuad
The Quadzilla Adrenaline for 1998.5-2002 VP44-powered Dodge Cummins 
trucks offers dyno-proven gains  up to 180 rwhp, which are made through a 
combination of direct VP44 fueling control, injection timing, boost control and 
more. The iQuad is available for iOS and Android devices and allows you to 
have standard performance tuning or multiple owner-created custom tunes for 
street, towing, and performance. The heart of the module is a 32-bit processor 
that allows the module to monitor rpm, throttle position, boost and load per-
centage all at the same time to provide smooth yet aggressive fueling curves 
for great power and drivability.

Quadzilla Power
801.872.5472
QuadzillaPower.com

E-TRACK CHANGE UP
Neal Technologies E- and A-Track Bolt-Down Fitting
Utilizing either E-track or A-track rails found in common applications like 
enclosed trailers, truck beds, cargo vans and semi-trailers, this new bolt-
down � tting connects to the track system to provide a rigid “bolt-down” 
connection point not previously available in the cargo management indus-
try. The bolt-down � tting provides two 5/16”-18 (available in hardened or 
non-hardened steel) or 1/4”-20 threaded bolt-down points that can be 
easily relocated across the various anchoring slots on the rails.

Neal Technologies
888.967.6653
BulletProofDiesel.com
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Trust Your Business to the Experts at 

Diesel Performance Parts Inc. - Competitive Guaranteed Wholesale Pricing, 

Unsurpassed Knowledgeable Support, & the Industry’s Best Manufacturers.

866.455.7788 | dieselperformanceparts.com
Diesel Performance Parts Inc. | 411 Allied Dr, Nashville, TN 37211
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FEATUREFEATURE 2015 GMC DENALI

ONE TOUGH GMC PICKUP
THAT’S RIDIN’ HIGH

BY STEVE TEMPLE

S
DIESEL WORLD MAGAZINE

ince they say everything’s bigger in Texas, it’s 
no surprise that Texans like their trucks big, too. 
Jesus Zubia, who hails from the Lone Star State, 
is a � tting example, having owned a slew of lifted 
trucks. The latest is the 2015 GMC Denali shown 
here.

More about all the mods in a moment, but � rst some background.
Zubia has lots of brothers in arms, since Texas is the largest market 
for new pickups in the United States. More large pickups are 

purchased in Texas than the next three largest truck markets—
California, Oklahoma, and Florida—combined. Zubia lives in 
Midland, Texas, named for being the midway point between Fort 
Worth and El Paso. Cattle and oil have � gured prominently in the 
city’s history since its founding in 1881. And what’s a ranch hand 
or an oil worker without a pickup truck?

HOOKED FOR LIFE
Working as welder on wellhead pulling units for oil rigs, a hard and 
dangerous occupation, Zubia obviously needs a good work truck. 

 DON’T MESS   WITH TEXAS
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DON'T MESS
WITH TEXAS
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But he also has customized several pickups for 
his personal pleasure since high school, when 
he was initially inspired by all the cool vehicles 
he saw in the � rst Fast and Furious movie. He 
started with a ’97 GMC Sierra, painted it candy 
tangerine, and dropped and rolling on dubs 
(20-inch rims), which was a fairly new thing at 
the time. Staying on the cutting edge with new 
design elements would prove to be a point of 
pride for him.

A lowered pickup isn’t all that practical for rough 
Texas ranching roads, so he got into lifted trucks 
after that. His next truck was a 2001 Chevy with 
a Cadillac front end. In addition to its Escalade 
body conversion, it was elevated 10 inches and 
� tted with 24-inch wheels wrapped in Toyo tires, 
once again a novelty for its time. 

 The suspension and undercarriage are immaculate. The frame as well as all Cognito suspension parts were coated to match the 
GMC’s blue hue.
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That was followed by a 2008 GMC 
2500, also with American Force 
24x14s and 37-inch Toyos. Other trucks 
have included a Dodge Ram 3500 
Megacab. But his favorite brand is from 
the General, as he now just � nished 
modifying a 2015 GMC Denali as well. 
Why so?

THE NEW RIDE
“I like their ride and horsepower,” Zubia 
notes. What has made the latest GMC 
stand out in his long line of trucks? “My 
dream was to just go to the SEMA show,” 
he relates. “I never thought I would 
attend, much less take a truck there.” 
Of course, it often takes one your friends 
lending a hand to make things happen. 
“Thanks to my buddy Fernando Sanchez 
who owns Da Drop Shop,” Zubia says. 
“He’s the one that helped me out on 

DON'T MESS 
WITH TEXAS

 American Force 26 x 14 Shift wheels wrapped in 40-inch Fuel tires.
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building my dream SEMA truck.” As to 
why he has owned so many tricked-out 
trucks over the years, all he has to say 
is: “It runs in your blood.”

As you might expect, Zubia went with 
even bigger rims this time, American 
Force 26x14 Shift wheels with a 
simulated 10-lug look. That was created 
on a direct bolt-on rim using tap-and-
die nut spacers. After � tting an adaptor 
into the tapped holes, it was � nished 
off with a lug-nut cover. “I liked that big 
center cap,” Zubia relates. Wrapping 
those rims are meaty Fuel M/T tires are 
big meats, measuring 40x15.50R26.

As for the suspension, the Denali has 
a Cognito lift kit that ranges from 10 to 
12 inches by cranking up a torsion key. 
Zubia naturally went for the maximum 
height, but his friend Fernando points 
out that you can’t go up more than 
12 inches or the ride gets too rough.
The rear end runs Deaver springs 
with 5-inch lift, so only a 5-inch block 
is required. The factory rear is already 
two inches higher than the front, so 
when the truck is leveled it all adds up 
to 12 inches total. Fox 2.0 reservoir 
shocks dampen the rear. An ATS diff 
cover creates a custom look, along with 
providing more oil and cooling capacity. 
The front has Fox shocks as well, plus a 
Cognito cage with cross members and 
related steering components. 

Sanchez notes that whole suspension 
system went together smoothly with no 
hiccups. All the frame and suspension 
components were either painted or 

DON'T MESS 
WITH TEXAS

 A pair of Fusion bumpers protects the front and rear ends.
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powdercoated to match the factory Stone Blue 
Metallic body color. Ditto on the door handles, 
interior trim and steering wheel. “Matching the 
color was tricky,” Zubia admits. “We tried a few 
different test shoots, and eyeballed them in the 
sun to see which one looked the closest.”

There’s an old Texas saying about “all hat and 
no cattle,” referring to somebody who talks 
big but can’t deliver. That’s certainly not the 
case with Zubia’s GMC, since it has an array 
of other upgrades that are all tough as Texas. 
For instance, don’t mess with those Fusion 
bumpers, which could push through a herd of 
longhorn cattle if need be. The aptly named 
Bushwacker fenders and Gravel Empire grille 
add to the truck’s rugged attitude, along with 
Rigid LEDs and a set of four Monster tow hooks. 
For more power, Cory Willis supplied a PPE 
tuner so Sanchez could enhance the output by 
about 150 more horses. For better breathing, 
he also added a � ve-inch Flo-Pro turbo back 
exhaust dressed in a chrome powdercoating.

But there’s a softer side to this GMC as well, with 
a Bedrug in the cargo area and AMP PowerSteps 
that make it easier to climb into the raised 
cockpit. The cabin glass is tinted to cut down on 
glare, and the taillights are tinted dark as well, 
using a bit of black paint in the clear coat.

All told, this GMC is obviously no work truck, 
but a weekend warrior, built in just a couple 
weeks for SEMA (along with three others 
from the Da Drop Shop). Once at the show, 
it showed nicely in the Cognito lineup. “A lot 
of people complimented it with comments like, 
‘That’s a sick truck,’” Zubia says with a note 
pride. Sanchez agrees: “It’s a very likeable 
truck. People were really impressed with the 
color match on the frame. That little detail 
made it stand out.”

How was the drive from Midland to Las Vegas 
and back? Even with the tall pro� le and big 
meats it rode fairly smooth, Zubia says. Once 
he returned to Midland, he joined up with a 
posse of pickups to help with a Toys for Tots 
fundraiser.

In general, Fernando Sanchez appreciates 
working with Jesus Zubia on all his pickups. 
“He’s really pretty mellow, and lets me do my 
thing. He gets down to the point.”

What’s the future for Zubia and his project 
trucks? He already has plans for another 
cutting-edge pickup with—get this—28x14 
rims with 42-inch tires. Some might say that’s 
a tall Texas tale, but to Zubia, it’s just another 
lifted truck from the Lone Star State. 

DON'T MESS WITH TEXAS
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e all know the blue-collar, hard-labor working man 
is the backbone of this country. Whether it’s a guy 
down in a trench welding pipe or swinging a hammer 
while framing a house, these guys depend on their 
tools to get the job done as effi ciently as possible. In 

today’s hard labor industries, the truck you drive can become one 
of the most important tools for getting your job done. Take this 
2012 6.7L Cummins powered 4th Gen Ram 2500 for instance. 
Yes, it’s the fully loaded Longhorn Edition with air-conditioned seats 
and a heated steering wheel, but nobody ever said a working man 
doesn’t enjoy some of the fi ner things in life on occasion.

The big Dodge was just picked up off the used truck market this 
spring with 88,000 miles on the clock, and the new owner is 
a job foreman for a large construction company that builds big 
commercial buildings and hotels. He also has his contractor license 
and builds houses on the side with his father and brothers. Having 
a dependable truck that can help him get tools, a skid steer, track 
hoe, and his heavy dump trailer loaded with dirt or gravel to job 

The 6.7L Cummins in the 2010 to present Ram trucks is no slouch in stock form, with gobs of torque through the mid-
range for towing and plenty of horsepower to get any job done. The latest emissions equipment under the hood may 
cause some to fear the aftermarket, but there is always room for improvement with basic bolt-ons that can improve 
power, drivability and even effi ciency without tampering with emissions controls. The Bully Dog RFI intake and latest 
BDX programmer, in conjunction with an MBRP dual-exit DPF-back exhaust, is a great place to start.

BY  JACOB WHITE

OWNER: ROGER OWENS

W
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BOUGHT TO WORK, BUILT TO HAUL
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sites is a must. The 6.7L Cummins has always been known for its 
torque output and works great for towing because of it. But one thing 
we’ve learned is that the vast diesel performance aftermarket will 
always have some parts available to improve upon that already stellar 
stock platform. When the EGR, DPF and urea control systems were 
introduced there was a big fear that the aftermarket would die off, yet 
nearly ten years later the aftermarket is still plugging away, with plenty 
of emissions-friendly products that really do work and improve upon 
what Ram, GM and Ford are offering off the showroom fl oor.

For this build, we’ll dive into some worthwhile upgrades that can 
turn any 2010+ 6.7L Cummins into an even better truck for daily 

driving, towing and working around the job site, all while maintaining 
the factory emissions equipment that keeps Big Brother happy. Part 
One of the build starts off with the basics: intake, exhaust and tuning, 
along with a steering stabilizer that will eliminate the “death wobble” 
Dodges are sometimes known for when running at higher mileages 
or with bigger tires.

BULLY DOG RAPID FLOW INTAKE
As with every diesel engine on the market, a good high-fl ow intake 
system can help improve turbo spool-up and throttle response while 
still offering excellent fi ltering capabilities. The Bully Dog Rapid Flow 
Air Intake (RFI) will remove some restriction present in the factory 

BULLY DOG
BullyDog.com
940.783.9914

MBRP INC
MBRP.com
888.636.7223

BD DIESEL
PERFORMANCE
DieselPerformance.com
800.887.5030

Being a 2012 model year, this Ram 
wasn’t equipped with the super tech 
Ram Active Air system on 2013+ 
models, so there is plenty reason to 
upgrade the stock airbox. Increasing 
airfl ow to the factory variable 
geometry turbocharger with the 
Bully Dog Rapid Flow Intake can help 
improve throttle response and reduce 
intake air temperatures, while giving 
you a big conical, cleanable and 
reusable fi lter.

The intake tube connecting the factory airbox to the turbocharger has this large restrictive 
baffl ing system within it that was designed for noise control. Since the OEM is all about keeping 
things as quiet in the cab, unfortunately, in some applications that can affect overall performance.

Sitting side by side on the ground, the stock intake tube (top) next to the new high fl ow intake tube 
(bottom) supplied with the RFI system. By removing all internal baffl es and allowing incoming air 
to travel freely to the turbocharger, you can expect to feel some low-end response and turbo boost 
at low rpm to improve. In reality, you won’t notice much if any change to in-cab noise eithe—but 
who doesn’t like the sound a turbo whistling away under the hood anyhow?
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intake to help more cool, dense air get to that big 
6.7L engine. The high-fl ow intake tube can broaden 
the horsepower and torque curves while keeping 
fuel effi ciency intact due to its more effi cient airfl ow 
passages. The plastic box is sealed to keep ambient 
air out of the intake stream and the cleanable 8-layer 
cotton gauze fi lter offers great fi ltration.

BULLY DOG BDX
The latest hand-held tuner from Bully Dog, the BDX 
offers preloaded tuning for the 6.7L Cummins that can 
maximize the engine’s torque curve and power output 
to better meet the driver’s needs, whether it’s chasing 
after better fuel mileage or towing that heavy skid-steer 
around town. The full-color display and customizable 
gauges can be used to monitor engine parameters 
while driving via the OBD-II port and a built-in Wi-Fi 
signal allows wireless internet upgrades and access to 
the Bully Dog Cloud, where custom tunes can transfer 
fi les build specifi c for your application without requiring 
a PC or laptop. For this truck, which is almost always 
towing heavy loads, Bully Dogs Tow tune offered a 
little over 50 horsepower gains at the tires without 
increasing EGTs too much or affecting regeneration 
cycles; the modifi ed fuel and timing tables have 
improved mileage some, too.

MBRP 4” DPF-BACK EXHAUST
Since the goal of this build is to show that emissions-
friendly performance is possible with these trucks, the 
Diesel Particulate Filter and catalytic converter won’t 
be touched. But that doesn’t mean some changes to 
the exhaust can’t help; plus, the newest dual 5-inch 
polished tips and single side exhaust from the MBRP’s 
XP Series exhaust just look killer. The XP Series offers 
409 stainless construction with a lifetime warranty, so 
it’ll hold up well to the elements without breaking the 
bank. This particular kit will replace the small factory 
muffl er with high-fl owing 4-inch pipe, but don’t worry. 
In-cab noise won’t change much if at all since that big 
DPF will still do a really good job muffl ing the exhaust 
note from the Cummins engine. Using basic hand tools 
and help from a friend this system installed in less than 
an hour and fi t perfectly, including that unique dual 
5-inch polished tailpipe section that really helps set the 
truck apart.

BD DIESEL STEERING STABILIZER
The 2500 and 3500 Dodge trucks have always been 
known for somewhat problematic front ends and 
steering linkages, issues that become more prevalent 
at higher mileages or when running larger wheels 
and tires. Death Wobble is a term a lot of Ram truck 
owners are familiar with and preventing that from 
ever happening is always a good idea. The BD Diesel 
Steering Box Stabilizer support is an inexpensive, easy-
to-install upgrade that will help eliminate potential 
wobble and wandering at high speeds by removing 
any shaft play within the factory steering box. By 
supporting the sector shaft of the steering box at the 
pitman arm with a large greaseable bearing, the shaft 
can no longer fl ex or move to create excessive play 
in the steering wheel, offering a more positive driving 
experience and improving driver confi dence, especially 
when towing control is important.

These parts were all installed in a couple of hours using 
basic hand tools and have already made daily driving, 

Thanks to the plastic injection-molded box used in the RFI kit, underhood temperatures won’t be transferred to the inside of the 
box or intake tube, helping keep intake temperatures to a minimum. The higher-fl owing cooler air will equate to better drivability 
and improved engine effi ciency.

The new Bully Dog BDX programmer is simple hand-held 
programmer that offers some of the latest technology in 
the automotive tuning market. With built in Wi-Fi, custom 
programming calibrations and tuner updates can be done 
remotely via the internet without needing to plug into a PC. 
Custom tunes can be created by your preferred tuner, uploaded 
to the Bully Dog Cloud, then downloaded into the BDX for 
programming your truck.

Since this truck is completely stock with changes only to the 
intake and DPF-back exhaust, the standard pre-programmed 
tunes from Bully Dog will be perfect. This truck is used for work 
like hauling skid-steers and construction equipment around, so 
the Tow Tune was selected as it will offer the best low-end 
torque and EGT control under load. Don’t worry; the speed 
limiter was adjusted to a more realistic mph setting before 
programming.

RAM UPGRADES

SINCE THE GOAL OF THIS BUILD IS TO SHOW THAT EMISSIONS-
FRIENDLY PERFORMANCE IS POSSIBLE WITH THESE TRUCKS, 

THE DIESEL PARTICULATE FILTER AND CATALYTIC CONVERTER WON’T BE 
TOUCHED ON THIS BUILD.
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towing, and even fuel mileage improvements. 
With just 33-inch tires on 18-inch wheels, 
the steering support has helped steering 
input and the added power and torque makes 
commuting and towing a dream. The future of 
this build is still looking bright with plans of 
installing a turnover gooseneck hitch from Curt 
Manufacturing, some transmission and track 
bar upgrades from BD Diesel, and maybe 
even increasing fuel capacity and equipment 
refueling capability with some larger on-board 
fuel tanks. 

RAM
UPGRADES

For the exhaust side of things, the dual-exit single-sided 4-inch DPF-back exhaust from MBRP was selected for its perfect fitment and 
awesome dual 5-inch stainless tip look. The 409-stainless piping comes with a lifetime warranty and fits using all factory hangers. Note that 
the factory muffler is being deleted since the DPF and catalytic converter already do plenty and reducing exhaust noise.

The DPF Regeneration cycles can create some pretty serious exhaust temperatures, so MBRP 
puts these tabs on the tailpipe section to help introduce cooler outside air into the exhaust 
stream before it exits the tips to help prevent heat-related issues and keep the polished tips from 
discoloring from excessive heat.

The DPF-back kit installed in under an hour and included all the clamps and hardware needed. 
Getting the stock system unbolted and removed from the truck was the longest part of the install; 
with just basic hand tools and the help of a friend the new MBRP system went together perfectly, 
and that dual tip really makes this big Ram stand out in a crowd.

While Dodge has made some improvements the Ram front end since the wander-all-over-the-road days of the second and third generations, there are still some trucks that experience some steering 
play at higher mileages, especially if they’re running bigger aftermarket wheels and tires. To reduce steering sector shaft play, BD Diesel offers this easy-to-install Steering Box Stabilizer.
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The bearing will help hold the steering shaft in place and remove all play and movement within the steering box shaft, which will offer a more positive feel in the steering wheel and quicker input 
response. This also helps with the high-speed wander and wobbles experienced in some Ram trucks.

 To install the “Wobbler Stopper,” as BD refers to it, the factory pitman arm nut will be removed and replaced with the supplied 
sector shaft extender. This will allow a greaseable bearing to help support the shaft from excessive movement once the rest of the 
kit is bolted on.

 The bracket bolts in place using the existing sway bar mounting locations. Simply remove the four sway bar bolts, drop the sway 
bar down out of the way, install the new Steering Stabilizer brace, and reinstall the sway bar using the supplied slightly longer 
hardware. Don’t snug anything down until the bearing is centered and moves freely on the steering shaft.
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FEATUREFEATURE 2000 FORD F-350

BY MIKE MCGLOTHLIN 

D
DIESEL WORLD MAGAZINE

espite how versatile diesel trucks are, we rarely 
come across one that can do it all—and when 
we do, it’s never fi tted with a 7.3L Power Stroke. 
This makes Scott Morris’s ’00 F-350 the rarest of 
breeds. Producing 100 psi of boost and knocking 
on the door of 1,000 hp, his dually can run low 11s, 

outpull the Cummins and Duramax competition, and tow anything 
he needs it to. On top of that, the truck is his daily driver. “This truck 
gets used,” he tells us. “A trailer queen is useless to me.”

Bought brand-new at the local Ford dealership, Morris immediately 
put the truck to work towing a trailer. At the time, he was racing 
ATVs and competing on the national circuit, so fi nding a workhorse 
that could tow, get respectable mileage, and be ultra-reliable were 
at the top of his priority list. But he soon found out that toting a race 

trailer wasn’t the only work the truck would be doing. With just 365 
miles on the odometer (and a fl ip chip from TTS Power Systems 
onboard), it was hooked to the sled for the fi rst time—and Morris 
was instantly addicted to an entirely different form of motorsport.

ALL THE RIGHT PARTS
Fast-forward 17 years later and Morris is still hooking to the sled, 
but with more than three times the power. Long gone are the days 
of rolling the dice on a stock forged-rod bottom end, Morris’s 7.3L 
incorporates Crower billet-steel connecting rods, fl y-cut and coated 
standard bore pistons, a balanced factory crankshaft with its main 
caps secured via girdle, and a one-off camshaft from Comp Cams. 
Up top, a set of factory-based cylinder heads, ported and cut 
for fi re-rings by Crutchfi eld Machine, are fastened to the block 
courtesy of ARP head studs.

 ANATOMY OF A    SLEEPER
A DAILY-DRIVEN, 950HP
7.3L POWER STROKE
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STILL HEUI 
Gleaning 950+ hp out of the HEUI injection 
system is no small feat, so Morris called 
upon Swamp’s Diesel to help get him where 
he needed to be. A set of the company’s 
400cc injectors equipped with 400% over 
nozzles sit under the valve covers, while the 
proven Gen3 pump supplies high-pressure oil 
volume. Not surprisingly, Swamp’s also writes 
the custom tuning files that Morris runs in 
the dirt and on the dragstrip, while select 
Gearhead Automotive Performance tunes are 
used on the street. A fuel supply system of 
his own design, complete with an Aeromotive 
Eliminator pump, keeps a steady 65 psi on tap 
for the thirsty injectors to use.

BIG AIR
Looking to take advantage of the one-
of-a-kind cam and extensive head work, 
Morris pieced together a competition-ready 
compound turbocharger arrangement. An S510 
BorgWarner charger with a compressor wheel 
inducer measuring 104mm serves as the low-

 Once Scott Morris pops the hood of his ’00 F-350, things get serious in a hurry. Not only are compound turbo’d 7.3Ls rare, but the pair of snails 
Morris uses are downright massive (S475 over S510). Buried beneath the sizeable compound turbo arrangement, you’ll fi nd an engine built to the 
hilt, with a main bearing girdle, Crower billet-steel connecting rods, cut and coated factory Mahle pistons, and a custom-grind camshaft that was 
a collaborative effort between Competition Cams, Crutchfi eld Machine, and Morris himself. Matching the airfl ow provided by the one-off cam and 
the turbos is a set of extensively ported factory-based heads from Crutchfi eld Machine.

1000-HORSEPOWER 
7.3S ARE RARE; ONLY A 

HANDFUL EXIST.

 How do you make big power with HEUI? Big fuel and big oil. Morris’s engine accomplishes this with 
a set of 400/400 injectors from Swamp’s Diesel. The big sticks are capable of fl owing 400cc of fuel 
through 400% over nozzles, and they’re supplied plenty of high-pressure oil courtesy of a Swamp’s 
Gen3 mounted above a factory 17-degree high-pressure oil pump.

 In order to spec the perfect compound turbo arrangement, Morris consulted with Keating Shelly 
(Keating Machine), Robby Crutchfi eld (Crutchfi eld Machine), and David Armstrong (Swamp’s Diesel) 
to get things right the fi rst time. As for the atmospheric charger, Morris settled on a massive S510 
BorgWarner unit from Swamp’s Diesel fi tted with a Bullseye Power billet 104mm compressor wheel. 
After this big guy lights, the turbos all but clear up the smoke from the big 400/400 injectors.

 Thanks to a modifi ed T4i turbo mount retained from his 
days of running a Hypermax Holset H2E kit, Morris runs a 
billet-wheeled S475 in the valley. The T4 fl ange BorgWarner 
charger utilizes a 96mm turbine wheel and is driven thanks to 
a set of headers from BAE and modifi ed Hypermax up-pipes. 
At full tilt, the S475/S510 combo pegs the 100psi boost gauge 
in the cab. To keep the factory intercooler from exploding 
under triple-digit boost, Morris fabricated half-inch-thick 
aluminum end tanks and TIG welded them in place.
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pressure (atmosphere) turbo, while an S475 mounted in the 
lifter valley serves as the high-pressure unit. Throughout 
the course of building the compound setup, Morris sourced 
various flanges, fittings, and other parts from Keating Machine 
to make everything work, and also reinforced the factory 
aluminum intercooler to hold up to the insane boost he 
planned to send through it.

FORTIFIED 4R100
Big, heavy trucks turning out huge torque numbers are usually 
a transmission’s worst nightmare, so to make sure the 4R100 
held up to his right foot Morris turned to Brian’s Truck Shop. 
BTS responded by sending him an automatic laced with track-
proven, battle-tested parts capable of absorbing everything the 
7.3L dishes out. Upgraded (exotic material) input, intermediate, 
and output shafts reside in the 4R100’s case, along with a 
Precision Industries torque converter.

Thanks to extensive head work, a properly spec’d cam, and 
massive turbochargers, Morris has been able to push well 
beyond the 700hp wall that 7.3L owners used to run into. And 
with his truck in the realm of 1,000 hp, he’s gone where only 
a select few have. Through perseverance, determination and 

 A velocity stack protruding through the ’05 model year front grille means Morris is either on his way 
to the pulls or the drag strip. For daily driving, a giant K&N air filter handles filtering duties.

 The big 400/400 injectors are supplied all kinds of fuel thanks a race-ready system Morris pieced 
together himself. Starting with ¾-inch line supplying an Aeromotive Eliminator fuel pump, 5/8-inch line 
sends fuel to the engine, and a four-corner-style feed gets diesel into the heads. An Aeromotive fuel 
pump speed limiter is also employed to lessen the Eliminator pump’s workload during low-demand 
situations.

 Due to its ability to hold up to 15 custom tuning files, a Hydra Chip from Power Hungry Performance 
serves as Morris’s preferred method of tuning the 7.3L’s PCM. At the track, he runs race files from 
Swamp’s Diesel. On the way to work or when hooked to a trailer, he switches over to his street-friendly 
Gearhead Automotive Performance tunes.

 To keep the 4R100 automatic alive, Morris relies on Brian’s Truck Shop (BTS). In order to cope with the 900+ hp Morris’s truck 
makes, the latest rendition of the four-speed is one that BTS typically reserves for its high-horsepower Cummins customers. It 
features proprietary input, intermediate, and output shafts, a Precision Industries triple-disc torque converter, and Morris keeps 
ATF temps in check via a transmission cooler off of a 5R110-equipped 6.0L Power Stroke. This is the same 4R100 currently being 
used in Chris Buhidar’s Pro Street Ford F-350, a truck that makes 1,500 rwhp thanks to a triple-turbo Cummins.

SLEEPER
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SPECIFICATIONS
2000  FORD  F-350  SUPER  DUTY
OWNER: Scott Morris
HOMETOWN: Reidsville, NC
ODOMETER: 265,000 miles
ENGINE: 7.3L Power Stroke built by Morris Motorsports
SHORT BLOCK: Balanced factory crankshaft, Swamp’s Diesel main 
bearing girdle, billet-steel Crower connecting rods, Crutchfield Machine 
fly-cut standard bore cast-aluminum Mahle pistons with PolyDyn ceramic 
top coating and dry-film piston skirt coating, custom-grind camshaft from 
Competition Cams, billet flex plate
HEADS: Fire-ringed OEM units with extreme porting performed by 
Crutchfield Machine, Swamp’s Diesel Stage 2 beehive valve springs, Smith 
Brothers Stage 2 pushrods, ARP head studs
FUEL: Swamp’s Diesel 400/400 injectors, custom fuel supply system with 
4-corner feed, Aeromotive Eliminator fuel pump, Aeromotive fuel pump 
speed controller
OIL: Swamp’s Diesel Gen3 high-pressure oil pump with 17-degree pump
AIR: Compound turbocharger system with S475 valley unit, S510 
atmosphere charger, Hypermax-modified turbo mount, Beans Diesel 
Performance billet-aluminum intake plenums, modified/reinforced stock 
intercooler, velocity stack at the drag strip and sled pulls, K&N air filter 
on the street
EXHAUST: 5-inch downpipe into 5-inch system to 6-inch polished stack, 
BAE (Blown Away Enterprises) headers coated by Eco Diesel Dynamics, 
modified Hypermax up-pipes
TUNING/ELECTRONICS: Power Hungry Performance Hydra Chip 
with custom tunes from Swamp’s Diesel and Gearhead Automotive 
Performance
TRANSMISSION: BTS (Brian’s Truck Shop) 4R100 with upgraded input, 
intermediate, and output shafts, Precision Industries triple-disc torque 
converter, OEM 5R110 transmission cooler (from a 6.0L Super Duty)
HORSEPOWER: 950 rwhp (track)
TORQUE: 1,800 lb-ft (est.)
TIRES: 285/75R16 BFGoodrich All-Terrain (street, sled pull), 30x14.0x16 
M&H RaceMaster Cheater Slicks (drag strip)
WHEELS: Factory 16-inch Alcoas (street, sled pull), 16x12 Eagle Alloy 
(drag strip)
AXLES/SUSPENSION: Dana 80 rear with 35-spline Yukon axleshafts 
and Detroit locker, Spartan locker in front Dana 60, 4.10 gears, homemade 
traction bars

 Morris learned a long time ago that a beefy set of traction bars would be necessary to limit driveline breakage at the truck 
pulls. Made from 2.25-inch x 0.250-inch wall DOM tubing, they’re the definition of overbuilt, and have been on the truck for more 
than a decade.

 To hold up to the rigors of sled pulling and keep both rear tires digging, the rear Dana 80 is reinforced courtesy of 35-spline 
chromoly axleshafts from Yukon Gear and Axle, along with a Detroit Truetrac. The Dana 60 up front sports a Spartan locker. Both 
axles utilize the factory 4.10 axle ratio.

 On the street, Morris’s Super Duty is a true sheep in wolves’ clothing 
thanks to the factory Alcoa wheels. Notice the massive 5-inch downpipe 
behind the passenger-side tire, which provides an unrestricted escape for 
spent exhaust gases leaving the S510 charger.

 If you happen to catch Morris on this way to the drag strip, you’ll find four M&H RaceMaster Cheater Slicks mounted to 16x12 
Eagle Alloy wheels in the bed. For the past few years, traction has been hard to come by on All Terrains, hence his decision to 
give the cheater slicks a shot. Underneath the racing wheels and tires pictured here, you’ll find a B&W gooseneck ball in the bed.

SLEEPER
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 In the eighth-mile, Morris’s dually has gone 7.30 at 
96 mph—which translates into 11.40s at 120 mph in 
the quarter. When you factor in the truck’s race weight 
of 8,200 pounds and the fact that his BFGoodrich All 
Terrains led to a traction-limited, 1.71-second 60-foot 
time on his best pass to date, it’s beyond impressive. 
It also indicates that at least 950 rwhp is making it to 
the ground.

 While Morris’s Super Duty excels at the drag strip and drops jaws on the street, his original intentions were to make it competitive in the dirt. With local Hot Street and Open class truck pulls becoming more 
popular, he made it a mission to keep his 7.3L in contention with the strongest running Dodges and GMs in his area. It worked, as he often found himself ahead of the pack.

SLEEPER
staying power, he’s built one of the highest-
horsepower 7.3L Power Strokes in the nation. 
But make no mistake, this isn’t some one-hit 
wonder built for a single purpose. In addition to 
tearing up the drag strip and finishing first in 
the dirt, Morris drives the truck every day—not 
to mention he tows with it on a regular basis. “I 
still tow my 12,000-pound camper with it,” he 
says. “I towed the camper to a pull in Virginia 
last year, won the pull both nights, then drove 
back home.”

With the factory 16-inch wheels, running 
boards, rain guards, and a gooseneck ball in 
the bed, the truck’s ability to run 11s and yank 
the sled the farthest is the last thing on most 
people’s minds. In our view, this makes Scott 
Morris’s Super Duty the perfect embodiment 
of a sleeper. 
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ith an available 6.7L Cummins producing 900 lb-
ft of torque, the ability to tow more than 31,000 
pounds, and best-in-class payload ratings straight 
from the factory, there isn’t much a late-model 
Ram heavy duty can’t do. However, one factory 

shortcoming tends to keep these trucks from living up to their full 
potential: lack of fuel capacity. While the factory 32-gallon tank 
found on 2500 and 3500 crew cab, long bed models has a range 
of well over 500 miles loaded, that number is nearly cut in half 
when ’13-17 Ram HDs are towing or hauling at maximum capacity.

Since 2003, Titan Fuel Tanks has been supplying extra capacity fuel 
tanks to truck owners that need to go further, longer. Constructed 
of cross-linked, high-density polyethylene, the company’s tanks are 
stronger and safer than factory units, don’t infringe on cargo space 
or compromise the truck’s functionality, and directly replace the 
OEM tank. Looking to get more range out of its support rig—a ’16 
Ram 3500—5.11 Tactical contacted Titan about a 55-gallon mid-
ship replacement tank. With a few simple hand tools and access to 
a vehicle lift, the Ram now benefits from having 72 percent more 
fuel capacity. Follow along for the full install. 

BY  MIKE MCGLOTHLIN

OWNER: ROGER OWENS

DIESEL WORLD MAGAZINETECH |

TITAN’S 55-GALLON REPLACEMENT TANK ADDS 400 MILES BETWEEN FILLUPS

Once the ’16 Ram was up on the vehicle hoist at Titan Fuel Tanks’ Idaho Falls, Idaho headquarters, the remaining 
fuel in the factory tank was siphoned out. Then the guys at Titan made sure the OEM tank was supported via a 
transmission jack before loosening the tank strap bolts.

W
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TITAN FUEL TANKS
800.728.4982
TitanFuelTanks.com

TECH  TITAN 55-GALLON REPLACEMENT TANK

Where applicable, the 
factory tank’s plastic shield 
will require removal. In 
this particular truck’s case, 
no OEM shield was being 
utilized. We’ll also note that 
some installers may opt to 
pull the driver-side inner 
fender well and even the 
wheel for optimum working 
space.

With the tank strap bolts on the inside of the tank and the frame rail loose, both tank straps 
were removed (they would be replaced with galvanized steel straps supplied by Titan). It should 
be noted that Titan offers an optional tank shield for its 55-gallon mid-ship replacement tank, 
although one wouldn’t be employed during this install.

After disconnecting the fi ll hose the tank was lowered several inches via the transmission jack. 
From there, the vent line hose (which spans from the fi ll spout to the tank) was disconnected at 
the fi ll spout tube end, followed by the smaller vent line hose.

Up on top of the factory tank, the fuel gauge’s electrical connection was unplugged from the 
sending unit. Then both the fuel supply and fuel return lines were disconnected from the sending 
unit.

With everything disconnected from the factory tank, it was carefully lowered away from the 
truck. Next, the sending unit would be swapped over to the Titan tank, as well as the factory fi ll 
and vent hoses.

This side-by-side photo of the 32-gallon 
factory tank and the 55-gallon Titan 
unit (PN 7030313) helps put things into 
perspective. In addition to its added length, 
the Titan tank hangs approximately 2.5 
inches lower once installed. The Titan tank 
is constructed of 0.250” wall cross-linked 
polyethylene, incorporates rollover safety 
vent valves, carries a lifetime warranty, 
and retails for $1,320.
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TECH  TITAN 55-GALLON REPLACEMENT TANK

The Titan replacement tank comes with the sending unit mounting hardware already assembled, 
so swapping things over is a piece of cake. The 3/8” nylon lock nuts are simply removed from 
the studs that secure the top flange, followed by removal of the top flange, which exposes a 
fresh O-ring gasket. The O-ring gasket, studs, and retainers were left alone during the sending 
unit transfer process.

Removing the fill hose from the factory tank required a small flathead screw driver to loosen 
the worm gear clamp. Both the location and orientation of the fill hose are unchanged from the 
factory tank to the Titan unit.

Both the fill hose and worm gear clamp are 
retained and reemployed on the Titan tank. The 
guys at Titan made sure to install the fill hose so 
that the same angle would be utilized.

The same goes for the vent hose transfer, where a flathead screwdriver is needed to loosen and 
then retighten the worm gear clamp. Once the easy part was over (swapping over the fill and vent 
hoses), the guys at Titan moved on to pulling the factory sending unit.

To remove the factory sending unit, the OEM hold-down ring had to be loosened. The hold-down 
ring was rotated counter-clockwise using a large flathead screwdriver and hammer. 
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TECH  TITAN 55-GALLON REPLACEMENT TANK

Prior to pulling the sending unit, it’s important to take note of how the unit is clocked. Specifically, 
the electrical connection for the fuel gauge, the fuel supply, and the fuel return nipples have to be 
positioned at the same angle once installed in the Titan tank.

At this point, the guys at Titan inspected the ½” flanges inside the tank to confirm they were 
seated properly (and most importantly, not overlapping), and also checked to make sure the 
inside of the new tank was free of any debris. Then, after carefully positioning the fuel float into 
the Titan tank, the factory sending unit was lowered into place.

Once the sending unit was positioned on top of the new O-ring gasket, it was carefully rotated 
until the fuel gauge connection and supply and return line ports were oriented the same way they 
were in the factory fuel tank. Then the top flange was placed over the sending unit mounting studs.

From there, the supplied 3/8” nylon lock nuts were installed and torqued to 20 ft-lb in order to 
secure the top flange. To properly seat the O-ring gasket, the nuts were torqued in a star pattern, 
and each nut’s torque spec was rechecked approximately 15 minutes later.
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TECH  TITAN 55-GALLON REPLACEMENT TANK

With everything swapped over to the Titan tank, it was time to install it under the truck. With 
a helping hand, the new tank was positioned on the previously used transmission jack. It’s 
worth mentioning that all of Titan’s mid-ship replacement tanks feature an exclusive low fuel 
trap design, which employs a baffle system that keeps fuel from sloshing during acceleration 
or braking to ensure the pickup is always submerged in fuel (even with as little as five gallons 
left in the tank).

After raising the tank a few inches from where it would eventually be mounted, the fuel supply and 
return lines were reinstalled, along with the fuel gauge electrical connection being reattached. 
Then the fill hose and vent lines were reattached, and the folks at Titan made sure the vent line 
was free of kinks and that it was angled downward, toward the tank. Finally, the tank was fully 
lifted into place and the supplied galvanized steel tank straps were installed.

Because the customer didn’t 
opt for Titan’s optional tank 
shield, rubber bushings had 
to be installed on the bottom 
of the new tank straps. Then 
both tank straps were secured 
using the factory mounting 
hardware. While this particular 
set of tank straps installed 
tightly without the need for 
shims, Titan includes zinc-
plated shims with its tanks in 
the event that they are required 
to get the tank straps as snug 
as possible.

By design, the fit and finish of 
the Titan tank makes it look 
like a factory option. As you can 
see, the 55-gallon unit simply 
fills the space the factory tank 
didn’t. And even though it sits 
2.5 inches lower than the OEM 
version, the Titan unit still sits 
higher than the DEF tank (far 
right).
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BY CHRIS TOBIN • PHOTOS BY CHRIS TOBIN, JADE TOBIN & KYLE TOBIN DIESEL WORLD MAGAZINE

udy’s Diesel Performance hosted 
the season-opening event for the 
Pro Pulling League and the Outlaw 
Diesel Super Series on April 28-29, 
2017 at the Piedmont Dragway in 
Julian, NC. After several past Rudy’s 

events have suffered through rain storms causing 
delays, rescheduling and even cancellations, the 
hard-working team finally got the weather they’ve 

been hoping for with two consecutive days of 
sunny skies and warm weather. More than 8,000 
diesel enthusiasts in attendance over the weekend 
were able to take in great diesel drag racing and 
sled pulling action on the drag strip and pull track. 
Attendees were also able to check out the action on 
the mobile chassis dyno, take a stroll through the 
huge show-n-shine area, and visit tons of vendor 
booths in a vast manufacturer’s midway.

Friday was used for the ODSS Pro Classes qualifying 
runs as well as test and tune for anyone who wanted 
to make passes. Eliminations began Saturday 
afternoon after each class had a chance to make 
a few passes through the morning. There were 165 
competitors ranging from slow ET Bracket racers 
making 11-second 1/8-mile passes down to the 
Scheid Diesel dragster making 4-second passes 
down the strip at more than 175 mph. In addition, 

EVENT LOCATION: JULIAN, NORTH CAROLINAEVENT LOCATION: JULIAN, NORTH CAROLINA

2017 ODSS & PPL DIESEL SEASON OPENER
R

CAROLINA TRUCK & 
TRACTOR PULLERS
336.301.2341
CarolinaPullers.org

DECISION MAKER 
PULLING SLEDS
724.887.4136
DecisionMakerSled.com

DAN’S DIESEL 
PERFORMANCE MOBILE 
DYNO
815.245.8548
DansDieselPerformance.com

LUCAS OIL PRO PULLING 
LEAGUE
812.216.4024
ProPulling.com

OUTLAW DIESEL SUPER 
SERIES
OutlawDieselSS.com

PIEDMONT DRAGWAY
336.449.7411
PiedmontDragway.com

RUDY’S DIESEL 
PERFORMANCE
866.757.6537
RudysDiesel.com
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 Dustin Jackson and his Cummins-
powered 1994 Ford Lightning launch 
hard off the line during Pro Street 
qualifying.
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there were also racers representing the 7.70 and 6.70 Index classes as well as 
Pro Street and Pro Modified racers giving fans a wide variety of vehicles to cheer 
on as they blasted down the strip.

With nearly $30,000 in payouts on the line, drivers in every class attacked the 
track with vigor to try to take home the first win of 2017. In the ET Bracket class, 
Mitchel Harkey took home the win with his 2006 Chevy making a 9.93 second 
1/8-mile pass. Blake Miller won the 7.70 Index class with a 7.76 second run in his 
2004.5 Dodge Ram. The 6.70 Index was decided by the holeshot when Banean 
Woosley and his 2005 Dodge took the win despite running a slower 6.79-second 
pass to Bruce Wilson’s 6.70. In Pro Street, Dustin Jackson drove his Cummins-
powered 1994 Ford Lightning to an upset victory over 2016 Champion Lavon 
Miller with a 5.18-second run to Miller’s 5.32 (Miller also left early, triggering the 
red light and handing the win to Jackson). Two newly completed rigs went head 
to head in Pro Modified with Ryan Milliken’s Cummins-powered 1966 Chevy Nova 
taking the win over Michael Dalton’s Cummins-powered 2012 Ram 1500. Jared 
Jones in the Scheid Diesel dragster was the only competitor in the Pro Dragster 
class, but that didn’t stop the team from putting down low 4-second passes.

Throughout each day, while spectators were not cheering on the action at the track, 
they could peruse the booths of various manufacturers and vendors to see the latest 
and greatest parts and accessories the diesel world has to offer. Manufacturer 
representatives were on hand to advise showgoers on ways to improve their own 
trucks. Action was also taking place on the Dan’s Diesel Performance Reality Check 
mobile chassis dyno with 22 trucks going across the rollers on Friday and 25 trucks 
taking on the dyno on Saturday. The top dyno run of the day Friday was Chris Sheulin 
in his 2005 Dodge, which put more than 1,000 hp to the rear wheels. Saturday’s 
dyno action saw three trucks break the 1,000hp barrier, with Rusty Cordwell and his 
2006 Dodge putting more than 1,100 hp to the rollers.

 With more than 8,000 spectators on hand, it’s no surprise that the grandstands were 
packed throughout the weekend.

 Rawlings Barnes debuted his 2WD Rudy’s drag truck by making some exhibition passes 
over the weekend and breaking into the 5s with a 5.998-second 1/8-mile pass, which makes 
it the quickest 6.4L Power Stroke truck that we know of.

 Mitchel Harkey and his Chevy took the win over Kyle Bassitt and his Dodge in the ET 
Bracket final.  In the 7.70 Index final Blake Miller drove his Dodge to the win over William Calloway’s GMC.

 The 6.70 Index final was a Cummins battle with Banean Woosley and his white ’05 taking 
the win off the line with a better reaction time to Bruce Wilson’s ’12 Ram that ran a quicker ET.

 Pro Street was stocked with heavy hitters making fast passes throughout the weekend. 
The final came down to Dustin Jackson and his Cummins-powered Lightning and 2016 ODSS 
Pro Street Champion Lavon Miller with Jackson coming out on top. 
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Show-n-shine competitors were parked near 
the track to allow spectators to check out some 
of the wildest diesel trucks in the country. Josh 
Baldwin took home the Best of Show honors with 
his monster-sized GMC Denali HD and its custom 
airbag suspension while Tyler Morris won Best 
Dodge, David Martin won best Ford, Jordan Green 
won Best GM and Greg Studdard won Best Other 
with his Cummins 4BT-powered Jeep Scrambler.

Each evening the attention turned to the sled pull 
track at the far end of the facility. Sixty-five pullers 
hooked to the sleds each night with 2.5 Pro Street 
Diesel in the Carolina Truck & Tractor Pullers 
association and Super Farm Tractors, Limited Pro 
Stock, Pro Stock and Super Stock Diesel Truck 
competing with the Pro Pulling League. PPL officials 
handled the staging and flagging of the trucks and 
kept the action running smoothly on two tracks with 
a pair of Decision Maker Pulling Sleds doing battle 
with the trucks and tractors all night long.

Diesel enthusiasts in the packed grandstands 
were treated to excellent pulling action each night 

 Ryan Milliken’s bright green ’66 Chevy Nova and Michael Dalton’s bright orange ’12 Ram 1500 formed a great-looking Pro 
Modifi ed fi nal. Dalton got out fi rst but Milliken drove around him to take the win.

 Jared Jones and the Scheid Diesel dragster put on a great show running 4-second passes both days to thrill the crowd.

 The 4WD Rudy’s drag truck made a few exhibition passes over the weekend but things got a little ugly on the last pass when the driveshaft failed and came out of the bottom of the truck.

DIESEL ENTHUSIASTS IN THE PACKED GRANDSTANDS WERE 
TREATED TO EXCELLENT PULLING ACTION EACH NIGHT WITH 

WELL-MATCHED COMPETITION IN EACH CLASS, SOME FINISHES 
DETERMINED BY MERE INCHES... 
WELL-MATCHED COMPETITION IN EACH CLASS, SOME FINISHES 
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with well-matched competition in every class, some finishes determined by 
mere inches, while others showed dominance by putting several feet on their 
opponents. The only repeat winner was Evan Davis in the Chevy that he calls 
the Recycler, taking the win both nights in 2.5 Pro Street. In Super Stock, Justin 
Gearhart and his truck Cream of the Crop went from worst to first, finishing dead 
last Friday night and then knocking off Friday’s winner Van Haisley after Haisley 

ODSS RESULTS
DIESEL WORLD/DIAMOND PISTONS/ULTIMATE DIESEL BUILDER’S GUIDE 
PRO DRAGSTER
PLACE DRIVER VEHICLE ET MPH
Champion Jared Jones 2016 Spitzer 4.32 172.54
Runner Up n/a n/a n/a n/a

SUNCOAST PRO MODIFIED
PLACE DRIVER VEHICLE ET MPH
Champion Ryan Milliken 1966 Chevy Nova 5.70 151.13
Runner Up Michael Dalton 2012 Ram 1500 6.03 118.07

HOT SHOT SECRET PRO STREET
PLACE DRIVER VEHICLE ET MPH
Champion Dustin Jackson 1994 Ford Lightning 5.18 137.09
Runner Up Lavon Miller 2006 Dodge Ram 4X4 5.32 140.58

FLO~PRO 6.70 INDEX
PLACE DRIVER VEHICLE ET MPH
Champion Banean Woosley 2005 Dodge 2500 4X4 6.79 107.53
Runner Up Bruce Wilson 2012 Dodge 2500 6.7 103.85

DIESEL POWER/ATS 7.70 INDEX
PLACE DRIVER VEHICLE ET MPH
Champion Blake Miller 2004.5 Dodge Ram 2500 7.76 84.64
Runner Up William Calloway 2003 GMC Sierra 7.9 86.85

JAMO ET BRACKET
PLACE DRIVER VEHICLE ET MPH
Champion Mitchel Harkey 2006 Chevy 2500 9.93 55.16
Runner Up Kyle Bassitt 2004 Dodge 3500 10.17 47.21

SLED PULL RESULTS (TOP 2)
FRIDAY 
ARP SUPER STOCK DIESEL TRUCKS
PLACE TRUCK NAME DRIVER NAME MAKE DISTANCE
1 Rock Hard Ram Van Haisley Dodge 316.24
2 Big Bad Dodge LSE Chris Ryan Dodge 306.49

PRO STOCK DIESEL TRUCKS
PLACE TRUCK NAME DRIVER NAME MAKE DISTANCE
1 Scheid Diesel Brad Ingram Dodge 298.41
2 Penn Farms Matt Penn Dodge 290.55

DIAMOND EYE PERFORMANCE LIMITED PRO DIESEL TRUCKS
PLACE TRUCK NAME DRIVER NAME MAKE DISTANCE
1 Most Hated C W Cartmell Dodge 325.16
2 Six Shooter Austin White Dodge 324.19

SATURDAY
ARP SUPER STOCK DIESEL TRUCKS
PLACE TRUCK NAME DRIVER NAME MAKE DISTANCE
1 Cream Of The Crop Justin Gearhart Dodge 347.45
2 Rock Hard Ram Van Haisley Dodge 347.29

PRO STOCK DIESEL TRUCKS
PLACE TRUCK NAME DRIVER NAME MAKE DISTANCE
1 Penn Farms Matt Penn Dodge 334.53
2 24 Valve Blackout Terry Biggs Dodge 322.32

DIAMOND EYE PERFORMANCE LIMITED PRO DIESEL TRUCKS
PLACE TRUCK NAME DRIVER NAME MAKE DISTANCE
1 Trouble Maker John Humpe Chevy 303.98
2 Most Hated C W Cartmell Dodge 301.37

 Aaron Scarbro’s beautiful ’15 Chevrolet had a great run going before a heater hose popped 
off. The healthy Duramax was cresting 750 hp at the time, making it the most powerful GM 
truck of the weekend even without a full dyno pull.

 Diesel enthusiasts crowded the isles of the vendor area throughout the weekend checking 
out the latest and greatest performance diesel products.

 The show-n-shine winners posed with their trucks for a group shot including (from left to 
right) Best of Show, Josh Baldwin; Best Ford, David Martin; Best Other, Greg Studdard; Best 
Dodge, Tyler Morris; and Best GM, Jordan Green.

 Crowds flocked around the Dan’s Diesel Performance mobile chassis dyno to see truck after 
truck put down big numbers.
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CT&TP RESULTS
(TOP 2)
2.5 PRO STREET DIESEL 4X4
FRIDAY
PLACE TRUCK NAME DRIVER NAME MAKE DISTANCE
1 Recycler Evan Davis Chevy 308.35
2 J&J Performance Justin Gilliland Ford 307.78

SATURDAY
PLACE TRUCK NAME DRIVER NAME MAKE DISTANCE/PULL-OFF
1 Recycler Evan Davis Chevy 319.46/319.05
2 American Outlaw Chris Nolan Dodge 312.97/310.53

DYNO RESULTS
(TOP 5)
FRIDAY
PLACE NAME TRUCK HP TQ
1 Chris Sheulin ’05 Dodge 2500 1,013.5 1,774.2
2 Jared Jones ’07 Dodge 2500 980.7 1,837.7
3 Jeff Strazke ’98 Dodge 2500 863.0 1,501.0
4 Brandon Ward ’12 Ram 2500 852.1 1,692.7
5 Ernest Garbade ’07 Dodge 2500 842.3 1530.0

SATURDAY
PLACE NAME TRUCK HP TQ
1 Rusty Cordwell ’06 Dodge 2500 1,114.0 2,104.0
2 Clay Stewart ’08 Ford F-250 1,089.5 1,577.9
3 Freddie Sparks ’07 Dodge 2500 1,007.9 1,559.1
4 Lee Daniels ’05 Dodge 2500 913.9 1,487.5
5 Wyatt Pretice ’06 Dodge 2500 806.7 1,239.0

helped Gearhart work through the problems he was experiencing with his truck 
on Friday night. Brad Ingram and Matt Penn split the Pro Stock wins while C.W. 
Cartmell and John Humpe took home the Limited Pro Stock wins Friday and 
Saturday nights.

The Spring Rudy’s event got the 2017 diesel competition season off to a great 
start with two full days of drag racing and sled pulling along with cool trucks 
in the show-n-shine, tons of vendors and big power on the dyno rollers. Check 
out these pages to see what you missed if you weren’t able to make it this year. 
The 2017 diesel competition season will come full circle with the ODSS and 
PPL seasons concluding at the Fall Rudy’s event at the Piedmont Dragway on 
October 6 and 7, 2017, for two more days of amazing diesel fun. For the latest 
updates on the schedule and racing or pulling information point your browser 
to RudysDiesel.com. 

 Pulling out of the sunset, Brad Ingram won Pro Stock Friday and finished in fifth place on 
Saturday.

 Van Haisley also had a good opening weekend of pulling winning Super Stock Friday then 
finishing just a few inches behind the winner Saturday.

 Jerry Barrass and the Pocket Change tractor took home the win Friday in Super Farm.

 John Humpe and his Trouble Maker Chevy pulled the sled the farthest to take the Limited 
Pro Stock win Saturday.

 C.W. Cartmell had a great weekend, taking the Limited Pro Stock win Friday along with a 
second-place finish Saturday.
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We Fuel Your Adventures.™

CALL US: 800-826-5776       VISIT US: TRANSFERFLOW.COM

IN-BED AUXILIARY FUEL TANKS

TOOLBOX AND 
REFUELING TANK COMBOS

LARGER REPLACEMENT FUEL TANKS

AIM FOR THE BEST.
You know who you are. You know what you want. Being prepared 
for whatever life throws at you and your truck comes naturally to 

 
you want to drive further and longer than the other guy. The 
only decision to make is which fuel tank or tank combination 

 
You’ll leave the plastic fuel containers for boys who don’t know  
how to do anything other than run a lap top or lift anything heavier 
than a smart phone. You’re an aluminized steel kind of man. 
You aim for the best.
 
Transfer Flow fuel tank systems come complete with everything 
you need for installation. Engineered and manufactured in 
Northern California, our aluminized steel fuel tanks have been 
time-tested tough in the USA for more than 33 years. Check out 
our website and choose the right fuel tank for your truck.

Prepare now for whatever is going to happen next. Get 
a Transfer Flow fuel tank and spend less time at the 
pump and more time doing what YOU want to do! 
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 Matt Penn finished in second 
place in Pro Stock Friday, then 
improved by one spot to take 
the win Saturday with a pull of 
nearly 335 feet.

 Justin Gearhart had a rough 
day Friday, finishing dead last 
in Super Stock, but made up for 
it on Saturday when he edged 
Van Haisley by inches to take 
the win.

 Evan Davis and his truck the 
Recycler dominated the Decision 
Maker sled, taking the win in 2.5 
Pro Street on both nights.
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FEATURE 2004 CHEVROLET SUBURBAN 2500

1,050 HP—AND
SEATING FOR SEVEN
INSIDE DURAMAXTUNER’S CORVETTE-
KILLING SUBURBAN
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hat do you do when the bar for streetable horsepower keeps moving 
higher and higher? You stay ahead of it by building a 1,050hp daily 
driver. At least that’s what Nick Priegnitz of DuramaxTuner.com did. 
But Nick had something other than a run-of-the-mill Duramax-
powered pickup in mind when he set out to build the ultimate daily—
instead, he would do it with a ¾-ton Suburban. You know, in case the 

rest of the family ever wanted to know what four-digit horsepower feels like.

Built as a demo vehicle, the premise was to highlight how all the parts in the 
DuramaxTuner catalog could be used to not only produce 1,000 horsepower, but do 
so in a refi ned and 100-percent drivable fashion. Originally equipped with an 8.1L 
big-block, the ’04 Suburban was converted to Duramax power by Duraburb Inc of 
Apopka, Florida prior to making the trip north to Priegnitz’s facility in Illinois.

BUILT LBZ AND PLENTY OF FUEL
Under the hood sits an LBZ-based Duramax that’s been fi tted with a girdle, ARP 
main studs, Carrillo rods, oval bowl Mahle Motorsport pistons, and an alternate fi ring 
order camshaft. The factory heads are equipped with beehive valve springs and 
anchor to the block via ARP head studs. For fuel, a 14mm stroker CP3 from Exergy 
Performance is employed, along with a healthy sized set of 150% over injectors. 
Ample fuel supply is provided by a 150gph Titanium Series FASS system.

PROPERLY SPEC’D COMPOUNDS
As with any high-horsepower, street-friendly build, big fuel calls for big air—and 
a sizeable compound turbo arrangement exists in order to accomplish this. One of 
BorgWarner’s new, highly acclaimed S488 SX-E chargers serves as the atmospheric 
unit, while DuramaxTuner’s Stealth 64 VVT provides quick response and mounts in 

BY MIKE MCGLOTHLIN DIESEL WORLD MAGAZINE
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 To cope with the stresses imposed by roughly 1,200 hp at the crank, the LBZ-based Duramax in Nick Priegnitz’s ’04 Suburban benefits from a host of proven parts. The reinforcements begin with a girdle 
tying all the main caps together, along with ARP main studs, Carrillo connecting rods, Mahle Motorsport pistons, and an alternate firing order cam. The factory pushrods and stock-size valves were retained, albeit 
with the addition of beehive springs. ARP studs keep the heads anchored to the block.

 The built Duramax takes its first breaths through a BorgWarner S488 SX-E, which serves as the atmospheric charger (low-pressure) in the truck’s 
compound turbo arrangement. The 88mm unit has been lauded for its impressive flow numbers (a whopping 160 lbs/minute) and this particular version 
sports a 1.15 A/R exhaust housing with the 96mm turbine wheel. The pedestal, intercooler piping, downpipe, and fabricated-aluminum overflow tank came 
from Wehrli Custom Fabrication.

the factory location in the valley. The 
pedestal, intercooler piping, downpipe, 
and fabricated coolant overflow tank are 
Wehrli Custom Fabrication pieces, while 
the up-pipes and exhaust manifolds 
were sourced from ProFab Performance.

ONE TOUGH ALLISON 
In order to piece together an Allison 
that was both street-friendly and 
competition-ready, Priegnitz and the 
folks at DuramaxTuner hand-picked all 
the parts that reside in the Suburban’s 
DT 1000 transmission. For torque 
transfer, a triple-disc converter from 
Goerend Transmission—complete with 
a billet stator—is employed. Added 
holding capacity comes by way of the 
clutches, frictions, and steels found in 
a SunCoast GMax 6-Pac kit. The input 
shaft, output shaft, C2 hub, and P2 
planetary are all billet, and the pump 
and valve body are modified to provide 
more pressure. Finally, the C3 clutches 
receive dedicated cooling thanks to a 
pair of cast-aluminum PTO covers from 
Goerend Transmission.

EFI LIVE BY DURAMAXTUNER
As you might’ve guessed, Priegnitz 
handled the ECM and TCM calibrating, 
which helps tie every modification 
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 A FASS 150gph Titanium fuel system satisfies 
the low-pressure supply needs of a street series 
14mm stroker CP3 from Exergy Performance 
(which is mounted in place of the factory injection 
pump). Once through the 14mm CP3, fuel makes 
its way to a set of 150% over injectors, also from 
Exergy.

 For efficient power transfer, one of 
DuramaxTuner’s DT 1000 Allison transmissions 
is employed. In addition to valve body and pump 
modifications, the six-speed automatic was treated 
to a triple-disc billet stator converter from Goerend 
Transmission, a SunCoast GMax 6-Pac kit, billet 
input and output shafts, and a billet C2 hub and 
P2 planetary. To ensure the C3 clutches receive 
adequate cooling, a set of Goerend Transmission’s 
cast-aluminum PTO covers are also utilized.

 One of the fundamental elements in the Suburban’s great drivability is the Stealth 64 VVT in the valley. Made by DuramaxTuner, 
the lighting-quick, factory-based Garrett charger sports a billet 63.5mm compressor wheel, a high-flow turbine wheel, and 
retains the variable geometry functionality that makes ’04.5-10 GM trucks so responsive. In conjunction with the S488 SX-E, the 
compounds produce more than 75 psi of boost at full tilt.

1,050 HP
SUBURBAN
together. Precise tweaks to the injection system, boost 
tables, and the transmission’s shift strategy make for a well-
mannered monster on the street. Even with the 14mm CP3 
and 150% over injectors, smoke is minimal, the compound 
turbo arrangement performs well throughout the entire rpm 
range, and the Allison’s shifts are firm but not harsh.

CORVETTE-EATING, ECONOMICAL COMMUTER
Without a doubt, the perpetual technological advancements 
taking place within the diesel industry right now helped drive 
this build. Thanks to a variable geometry high-pressure turbo 
able to light things off quickly, an obscene amount of air being 
flowed up top by the BorgWarner S488 SX-E, arguably the 
best transmission components you can buy residing in the 
Allison, and a high-volume fuel system coupled with spot-on 
EFI Live tuning, Priegnitz’s Suburban pushes the term “daily 
driver” into new territory. Any time a vehicle has the ability 
to trap 125 mph in the quarter-mile yet glean 20 mpg out of 
highway trips, pull a trailer, and be relied upon day-in and day-
out, it’s proof that you can still have your cake and eat it too in 
the diesel segment. 
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SPECIFICATIONS
2004 CHEVROLET
SUBURBAN 2500
OWNER: Nick Priegnitz
HOMETOWN: Crystal Lake, IL
ODOMETER: 115,000 miles
ENGINE: 6.6L LBZ Duramax with girdle, ARP main studs, Carrillo rods, 
Mahle Motorsport pistons, alternate firing order camshaft, beehive valve 
springs, ARP head studs
FUEL: Exergy Performance 150% over injectors, Exergy Performance 
Street Series 14mm CP3, FASS Titanium Series 150gph fuel system
AIR: Compound turbo arrangement with BorgWarner S488 SX-E 
atmosphere charger, DuramaxTuner Stealth 64 VVT in valley, Wehrli 
Custom Fabrication intercooler piping, pedestal, downpipe, and coolant 
reservoir, ProFab Performance exhaust manifolds and up-pipes, BD Diesel 
intercooler
TUNING: DuramaxTuner EFI Live via DSP5 switch
TRANSMISSION: Duramax Tuner DT 1000 six-speed Allison with 
Goerend Transmission triple-disc (billet stator) converter, SunCoast GMax 
6-Pac clutch kit, billet-steel input shaft, output shaft, C2 hub and P2 
planetary, Goerend Transmission cast-aluminum PTO covers
HORSEPOWER: 1,050 rwhp (dyno)
TIRES: 305/50R20 Nitto Terra Grappler G2
WHEELS: 20x10-inch Hostile Sprocket
AXLES: 4.10 ring and pinion
STEERING/SUSPENSION: Dmax Store Stage 3 Ultimate Front End 
Package with Kryptonite tie rods, solid center link, idler and pitman 
supports, and Xtreme idler support frame gusset

 With just 115,000 miles on the clock, the Suburban’s leather interior is exceptionally clean for a 
13-year-old vehicle. As for the 120mph speedometer, it can be buried in less than 11 seconds.

 A CTS2 monitor from Edge Products is used to keep an eye on the ’Burb’s powertrain. Some key vitals Priegnitz likes to oversee 
include rail pressure, main injection timing, EGT, engine coolant temp, high-pressure turbo vane position, and overall boost.

1,050 HP SUBURBAN

 As a household name in the Duramax tuning segment, Priegnitz worked with the Suburban’s parts 
combination until it not only cleared 1,000 hp on the dyno, but also drove like a near-stock truck. 
Five custom ECM calibrations are available on the fly thanks to a DSP5 switch mounted next to the 
steering column.
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 Four Nitto Terra Grappler G2s measuring 305/50R20 provide all-
terrain grip and mount on 20x10 Hostile Sprocket wheels for a subtle 
appearance—but one that completes the SUV’s black-on-black look. A 
TC6R Big Brake kit from Wilwood ensures the Suburban can be brought 
to a halt quickly.

 With compound turbos producing in excess of 75 psi of boost, 1,050 rwhp on tap, and seating for seven, Priegnitz’s Surburban 
is the ultimate road trip vehicle. In fact, it’s routinely used as the company car pool vehicle (imagine that) for trips to industry 
events and tradeshows.

 So far, the Suburban has run a mid-11-second elapsed time in the quarter-mile—but at a horsepower-indicative 125 mph. With a hard launch and adequate traction, it could easily go 10s. Not bad for a 
family wagon!

1,050 HP SUBURBAN

WITHOUT A DOUBT, THE PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGICAL 
ADVANCEMENTS TAKING PLACE WITHIN THE DIESEL INDUSTRY 

RIGHT NOW HELPED DRIVE THIS BUILD.
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ATS Diesel Performance sells replacement parts designed to improve a diesel engine’s efficiency and reliability. Some states, specifically California, have strict regulations applicable to parts that you may legally use on your diesel truck. Be sure to review applicable 
municipal, state, and federal rules before you purchase and install an ATS product to make sure you are in compliance.  ATS also designs and manufactures certain parts for off-road and race use only. These parts are not intended for sale in any state, including 
California, where the items do not comply with local rules.
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EVERYONE’S FAVORITE UPGRADE—
GET YOURSELF SOME MORE AIR, THEN COME BACK 
NEXT MONTH FOR MORE FUEL, TUNING, AND REPEAT.

KC TURBOS 
STAGE 2R DUAL BALL BEARING TURBO  
This is a real game changer for the 6.0 Power Stroke world—a true dual 
ball bearing VGT turbo that is designed to make virtually instant boost.  
KCT claims it will spool faster and make more power than anything else 
in its class. Engineered for instant boost, ideal for towing applications, 
and capable of supporting up to 650 hp, the Stage 2R is intended to 
allow you to have your cake and eat it too. 

KC TURBOS 
KCTurbos.net 
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ATS DIESEL PERFORMANCE
2011-14 FORD SCORPION  
TURBO SYSTEM
The Scorpion Turbo System from ATS Diesel 
Performance is the perfect replacement for the 
2011-14 Ford 6.7L Power Stroke diesel engine. An 
easy “drop-in” replacement of the old system, the ATS 
Scorpion turbo features the Aurora 4000 turbocharger. 
Offering higher overall performance over stock, the 
Scorpion system produces lower EGTs, quicker spool 
times and 60 more horsepower. The Aurora 4000 
has a 45-degree turbo housing, utilizes the factory 
down-pipe, intake and discharge pipes, and no 
custom modifications are required. The kit includes 
stainless steel pipes, all the mounting parts you will 
need for an easy installation, and is covered by ATS’s 
5-year/500,000-mile warranty.

ATS Diesel Performance
866.209.3695
ATSDiesel.com
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BANKS POWER
1983-93 FORD BANKS SIDEWINDER
To give your older Ford a new lease on life, Banks Power 
offers the ultimate upgrade for classic (1983-93 Ford 6.9L 
& 7.3L F-250, F-350, F-450 pickup) Ford diesels with 
the Banks Sidewinder turbocharging system. Engineered 
to unleash up to 82 hp and 143 lb-ft torque at the rear 
wheels, Banks claims you’ll hardly recognize Ol’ Betsy. 
With the Sidewinder turbocharging technology onboard, 
she’ll tow up the grade 53% more quickly with up to a 
phenomenal 29% fuel economy improvement at that. The 
kit is a complete turbo and exhaust system that includes all 
parts shown here (some vehicles require an extension kit 
for proper fi t).

BANKS POWER
800.GET.POWER (438.76937)
BanksPower.com

INDUSTRIAL INJECTION
VIPER PHATSHAFT TURBO
The Viper PhatShaft turbo from Industrial Injection uses a 68mm turbine wheel and the 
choice of 62mm, 63mm, 64mm, 66mm, or 69mm forged and milled compressor wheels 
to suit various applications with “drop-in” T3 or T4 turbine housing fi tment. For longevity, 
the Viper PhatShaft turbos use dual oil groove bearings and steel 360-degree thrust 
bearings. Compressor covers feature a chamfered compressor inlet to maximize airfl ow 
and reduce turbulence for optimal performance. For safe towing power, the turbos 
feature an internal wastegate with an adjustable boost control wastegate elbow and 
oversized wastegate ports to reduce backpressure.

INDUSTRIAL INJECTION
800.955.0476
IndustrialInjection.com

NORTH AMERICAN TURBO SYSTEMS
CUMMINS COMPOUND TURBO KIT
North American Turbo Systems offers Compound Turbo Kits 
for all Cummins-powered Dodge/Ram trucks. The TIG-
welded kits include the cold pipe, hot pipe, intercooler pipe, 
primary mount, oil lines, intake, and the necessary boots/
clamps to complete the installation. They feature 3D T6 
transition fl anges on the hot pipes for smoother fl ow and a 
cleaner fi nished product. They also utilize straight couplers 
and V-bands to help eliminate the risk of blowing boots off. 
The Towing Kit is the most popular and it utilizes an S475 
BorgWarner underneath the stock turbocharger. Everything 
can be customized from there with new or remanufactured 
compressor units, billet wheels, coatings, blankets, and so on.

NORTH AMERICAN TURBO SYSTEMS
574.935.8400
NorthAmericanTurbo.com
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PUSHER INTAKES 
2004.5-2010 DURAMAX    
PUSHER MAX COMPOUND SYSTEM 
The Pusher Max Compound System from Pusher Intakes for 2004.5-2010 Duramax-
powered trucks is compatible with most BorgWarner S400 frame and Garrett turbos. The 
bolt-on turbo system works with the factory turbo and is capable of supporting 750 to more than 
1,000 hp depending on turbo and fueling configurations. The straightforward installation requires 
simple hand tools and basic mechanical knowledge. High-quality, 4-ply silicone couplers and stainless steel 
T-bolt clamps are used at every boosted connection. Fuel mileage increases of 1-2 mpg in daily driving and 
2-4 mpg when towing have been recorded, along with EGT reductions of more than 200 degrees. 

PUSHER INTAKES 
866.900.6363 
PusherIntakes.com

THOROUGHBRED DIESEL 
GARRETT GT3788VA POWERMAX 
Thoroughbred Diesel recommends the Garrett GT3788VA Powermax for 
’04.5-07 Ford Power Stroke 6.0L trucks as a drop-in replacement turbo 
for the customer who is looking for a turbo upgrade to compliment slight to 
moderate fueling upgrades. The GT3788VA turbocharger will support up to 
175 hp over stock. This turbo features the AVNT (Advanced Variable Nozzle 
Turbine) design for increased compressor flow and boost response, utilizing 
9 movable vanes which significantly increase turbine efficiency and improve 
engine performance from idle launch through peak torque. The Powermax 
also features a larger compressor wheel, which increases maximum power 
range and a new electro-hydraulic actuation and proportional solenoid. 

THOROUGHBRED DIESEL 
866.737.4966 
ThoroughbredDiesel.com

DROP-IN S369 
KC TURBOS 7.3 POWER STROKE KC38R 369 
KC Turbos is not shy in proclaiming the KC38R as the biggest and baddest 
drop-in turbo made for the legendary 7.3 market. It is a dual ball bearing 
drop-in turbo based on the S369 SX-E. It’s made to run with larger injectors 
like 300/200 hybrids and help push these trucks into the 600hp range—all 
with a drop-in turbo!  

KC TURBOS 
KCTurbos.net
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LESS FRICTION =
MORE POWER!

DYNO PROVEN HORSEPOWER Hot Shot’s Secret 
FR3 Friction Reducer was tested against one of the 
industry’s leading oil additives. See the video at 
HotShotSecret.com/Dyno

REDUCES ENGINE WEAR UP TO 43%
(verified by 3rd party ASTM testing)

REDUCES OIL  
OPERATING TEMPERATURE

INCREASES FUEL ECONOMY  
UP TO 5%

INCREASES HORSEPOWER BY UP TO 5%
(verified by FirePunk Diesel dyno testing)
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WEHRLI CUSTOM FABRICATION 
DURAMAX COMPOUND TURBO KIT 
Wehrli Custom Fabrication Duramax Compound Turbo Kits are hand-built in-house by 
experienced fabricators and welders. WCFab Compound Turbo Kits are available for all 
model year Duramax trucks and have become one of the most popular upgrades for daily 
drivers and towing rigs alike. Compounding over your factory turbocharger has been proven 
to provide cooler EGTs with increased power and drivability across the entire rpm range, 
all while allowing the use and function of the factory turbine brake feature. Hundreds of 
custom powdercoat colors to choose from applied in-house allow the drivers to customize the 
underhood of their trucks to their liking. 

WEHRLI CUSTOM FABRICATION 
630.277.8239 
WCFab.com
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WEHRLI CUSTOM FABRICATION 
DURAMAX SINGLE TURBO KIT 
Wehrli Custom Fabrication Single Turbo kits are hand built 
in-house by experienced fabricators and welders. WCFab 
Single Turbo Installation Kits allow you to install an S300 or 
S400 frame turbocharger on any model year Duramax. All 
necessary components are included for the installation and 
upgraded high-flowing intercooler piping, Y-bridge, intake and 
stainless braided oil lines. WCFab stands behind its fabricated 
components and workmanship for as long as you own the 
product. In-house powdercoating capability allows customers 
to choose from hundreds of custom colors to accent the engine 
bay to their liking. 

WEHRLI CUSTOM FABRICATION 
630.277.8239 
WCFab.com 

SWAMP’S DIESEL PERFORMANCE 
S467 “GANGSTER” TURBO 
Swamp’s Diesel is proud to offer the S467 Gangster turbo 
for customers wanting more power out of their diesel. This 
turbocharger can produce outstanding results with a variety 
of injector sizing, tuning and mounting configurations. 
The driving characteristics inherent in the design include 
great spool-up in the lower engine rpm range as well as a 
smooth, hard pulling, peak power curve. Swamp’s likens 
spool-up to the “box” S467, yet claims this version offers a 
vast improvement in the upper rev range due to increased 
airflow. The company has found this turbo to be the best 
solution for someone wanting a well-rounded vehicle that 
excels at all tasks. 

SWAMP’S DIESEL PERFORMANCE 
866.595.8724 
SwampsDiesel.com 
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TAKE YOUR 6.0 FROM SLOW TO GO

CUSTOM CAMSHAFTS AVAILABLE  •  ALL CAM CORES ARE NEW AND NEVER REGROUND  •  INCREASE TORQUE, HORSEPOWER AND EFFICIENCY
WHILE REDUCING TURBO LAG, EGT’S AND FUEL COSTS

WHAT WE OFFER
CYLINDER HEADS

Starting at $599

CAMSHAFTS
Starting at $599

VALVE TRAIN COMPONENTS
Starting at $199

TURBOS & INJECTORS
Starting at $195

WHAT WE DO
✔ UPGRADED OEM & PERFORMANCE PARTS

✔ GREAT CUSTOMER SERVICE

✔ AFFORDABLE PRICES

powerstrokeproducts@yahoo.com     (512) 355.2999     www.powerstrokeproducts.com
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PACIFIC PERFORMANCE ENGINEERING
6.6L DURAMAX 45/40 COMPOUND TURBO KIT
The PPE 45/40 Compound Turbo Package is for customers who are serious 
about adding massive torque and horsepower to their Duramax trucks. The key is 
how the strengths of the Garrett GTX4508R and GT4094R (or optional GTX4088R) 
are linked and how both turbos are designed to work in tandem at all times. 
Both turbos are made by Garrett and are oil and water-cooled (just like the OEM 
turbocharger), with ball bearings to ensure they provide unparalleled reliability as well as drivability. 
PPE combines the turbos with a custom 3-inch intake bridge with a 4-inch crossover tube and race-
spec, high-fl ow exhaust manifolds with up-pipes included.

PPE
714.985.4825
PPEDiesel.com

POWER DRIVEN DIESEL
GARRETT BALL BEARING TURBO 1994-2007 5.9L CUMMINS

Power Driven Diesel has developed drop-in Garrett Ball Bearing turbos for 1994-2007 Dodge 5.9L 
Cummins trucks. These turbos are available with a 62mm, 64mm, or 67mm compressor wheel. 
They all feature billet 10-blade compressor wheels, and with ceramic ball bearing cartridges they 
are incredibly quick to spool up while offering great durability. The power range of these turbos 
runs between 500-675 hp depending on the size. The turbos are also water-cooled, which 
greatly contributes to the system’s longevity. For a common rail Dodge, they will bolt up to the 
stock exhaust system; for non-common rail trucks an HX40 downpipe will be needed.

POWER DRIVEN DIESEL
435.463.7777
PowerDrivenDiesel.com

PUSHER INTAKES
1994-2002 CUMMINS LOW MOUNT COMPOUND 
TURBO SYSTEM
Pusher Intakes’ new Low Mount Compound Turbo Systems for Cummins-
powered trucks can be had with or without a BorgWarner 
S475 atmosphere turbo working with the factory turbo. 
The fully bolt-on kit does not require any welding and will 
support up to 750 hp with the stock Holset turbo and 
well over 1,000 hp with upgraded turbos. A 3.5-inch 
intermediate charge pipe with an integrated port for boost 
measurement is secured between the turbos with heavy duty 4-ply 
silicone hoses and stainless steel T-bolt clamps. Customers can expect 
lower EGTs, increased fuel mileage, increased towing capability, and 
proven support up to 1,000 hp.

PUSHER INTAKES
866.900.6363
PusherIntakes.com
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LOVE YOUR DIESEL BUT HATE THE STEERING? 
Borgeson steering components can get you in-line.

BORGESON STEERING SHAFTS

HD Shafts available for:

1979-2008 Chevy
1979-2008 Dodge
1979-2008 Ford
1972-2006 Jeeps

Worn steering shafts will cause loose, wandering 
steering. Borgeson U-Joint and shaft assemblies 
give a tight precise feel to the steering. Original 
steering shaft assemblies are not designed 
for towing, plowing, off-road use or body lifts. 
Borgeson replacement steering shafts are so 
strong, they will probably outlast your truck!

BORGESON 2003–2008  DODGE BOX
#800123, Borgeson has sourced and adapted this brand new mas-
sive “6-Bolt” power steering box for the 2003–2008 Dodge trucks. 
Similar to Chrysler’s offering for the 03-08 Dodge trucks this Borge-
son “Dodge Box” offers the largest piston diameter for the most avail-
able power assist and a modern variable valve that allows for stable 
highway driving and effortless parking and maneuvering. Borgeson 
has adapted the pitman shaft to be compatible with all OEM and 
dropped pitman arms that fit the stock box. 
#800123 Fits all OEM and after-market pitman arms. 

1994–2002  DODGE DIESEL PUMPS
Part #800328 Manufactured from all new components this is a direct 
replacement Hi-Flow power steering pump for the 1994-2002 Dodge 
Ram 2500 & 3500 trucks with the Cummins Turbo Diesel motor. This 
pump has the output pressure/flow calibrated to 1450-1550 PSI and 
3.5 GPM to provide your Ram with all of the power its steering needs. 
Includes new powder coated reservoir, cap and drive key. 

‘03–08 #800123

Find out more!!! Visit us at...www.borgeson.com
Borgeson, 9 Krieger Drive, Travelers Rest, SC 29690 
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BD DIESEL PERFORMANCE 
FORD ’11-14 6.7L SCORPION TURBO KIT 
BD Diesel Performance offers five different BorgWarner turbo options 
with S300SX-E and S400SX models. The BD-exclusive components 
of the new Scorpion Kit for 2001-14 Ford 6.7L Power Stroke Scorpion 
trucks work together optimally for performance and reliability gains into 
the 650hp range with a fuel delivery upgrade. Each kit is designed to 
put power when you need it. Kits include T4 flanged exhaust manifold, 
exhaust downpipe, air intake system, and all the hardware and pieces 
needed to make for a complete, clean installation. Port bosses provided 
for water/meth or N2O injection and/or boost pressure sensors. 

BD DIESEL PERFORMANCE 
800.887.5030 
DieselPerformance.com

AFE POWER 
’03-07 DODGE BLADERUNNER GT SERIES 
TURBOCHARGER 
This BladeRunner GT Series Turbocharger from aFe Power is 
intended as a stock bolt-on replacement for 5.9L Cummins-
equipped ’03-07 Dodge trucks. It is a brand-new turbo that 
requires no core charge and offers dyno verified gains of 51 hp 
and 124 lb-ft of torque without additional fueling, but maximum 
performance gains will be achieved with fuel upgrades. The turbo 
comes with a billet aluminum adjustable wastegate actuator that 
is preset to 40 psi. It also features a billet aluminum compressor 
wheel that’s lighter and stronger than stock for quicker spool and 
improved longevity. 

AFE POWER 
951.493.7155 
aFePower.com
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DIESEL SITE 
7.3L POWER STROKE TURBOS 
DieselSite has finally released rebuildable 
ball bearing turbos for early 1999 and 
1999.5-2003 7.3L Power Stroke trucks. 
Never pay full price for a turbo again—these 
upgraded new turbos are built with all-new 
components, not rebuilt. Larger shafts, ball bearing 
centers, larger Wicked Wheel 2 compressor wheels, 
larger AR ratios to support larger injectors, mechanical 
wastegate controllers, and drop-in applications are just 
some of the features. Benefits of the new turbos include 
reduced EGTs, more horsepower, and faster spool and 
throttle response, as well as superior surge control and airflow 
over stock. 

DIESELSITE 
888.414.3457 
DieselSite.com
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ENGINEERED DIESEL  
CUSTOM TURBOCHARGERS 
Engineered Diesel turbochargers are designed to give the best performance 
for your application. The middle line of Engineered turbochargers (shown 
here) can help your diesel truck make good, responsive power from 600 hp 
to over 1,500 hp. In-house design and machining of their billet compressor 
wheels provides wider power curves with better spool. Matching turbine 
options with each project gains more exhaust flow and lower exhaust 
gas temperatures. The turbos also feature precise machined compressor 
sections, upgraded bearing packages, and high-flowing turbine technology. 
The team at Engineered Diesel builds championship-winning turbochargers 
for a wide variety of applications. 

ENGINEERED DIESEL  
616.892.8204 
Engineered-Diesel.com 
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FLEECE             
PERFORMANCE ENGINEERING 
LML S362 FMW TURBO KIT 
The LML S362 FMW Turbo Kit from Fleece Performance Engineering is a replacement turbocharger kit for 2011-2016 LML Duramax diesels. It comes with 
a 62mm FMW compressor wheel and high-flow turbine wheel rated for 625 rwhp. This turbocharger kit is guaranteed to enhance your driving experience. 
Fleece claims you’ll enjoy the quick spool-up and throttle response of a small turbo and still get the big top end power you’re looking for. Aftermarket tuning and 
aftermarket high-flow exhaust are required for installation of this turbo. Fleece Performance includes the new BorgWarner turbo, 4.4-inch stainless steel T4 
pedestal, 3-inch stainless steel downpipe, and the necessary fasteners and hoses required for the installation. 

FLEECE PERFORMANCE ENGINEERING 
317.286.3573 
FleecePerformance.com

HSP DIESEL 
DURAMAX COMPOUND INSTALL KIT 
The HSP Diesel Duramax Compound turbo kit is a great option for the 
weekend warrior and for hauling heavy loads. This setup allows you to bolt 
on a larger atmosphere turbo in conjunction with the factory turbocharger. 
This is a very versatile kit designed to bring your Duramax to life. HSP turbo 
systems are available in a variety of color options to suit your taste. This kit 
will lower EGTs and includes ceramic-coated exhaust tubes for heat control, 
CNC-machined flanges for leak-free fitment, and mandrel-bent, coated steel 
tubing for increased strength, flow, and improved exhaust tone. 

HSP DIESEL 
586.785.3110 
HSPDiesel.com
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BANKS POWER 
1982-91 CHEVY/GMC NON-TURBO 
BANKS SIDEWINDER 
Adding a turbo to a non-turbo truck can be a 
complicated affair; fortunately, there’s a Banks 
Sidewinder Turbo Kit for just such a scenario as the 
1982-91 Chevy/GM 6.2L non-turbo diesel trucks. 
Banks Power claims to offer the ultimate upgrade 
for 6.2L workhorses. In 1989, GM selected Banks 
as its 6.2L factory turbo option, and remained so 
until GM released its own 6.5L turbodiesel. To 
this day, Banks Sidewinder out-performs GM’s 
6.5L factory turbo or any other turbo for the 
pre-Duramax diesel engines. Sidewinder systems 
provide gains of 60 hp and 115 lb-ft torque at the 
rear wheels and up to 19% better fuel economy. 

BANKS POWER 
800.GET.POWER (438.76937) 
BanksPower.com

ATS DIESEL PERFORMANCE 
AURORA 3000 TURBOS 
The Aurora 3000 turbos from ATS Diesel Performance for Dodge, Ford 
and GM are designed for towing and/or daily driving. The turbo can 
support power levels from stock to 500 hp while maintaining safe 
operation for stock engines and components. The Aurora 3000 offers 
quick spool times, lower EGTs and increased horsepower. With 
increased air volume, all fuel injected into the cylinder is utilized, 
creating more efficient performance and a more efficient, useable 
torque curve. All the parts you need are included for an easy 
installation and all ATS Turbos come with a 3-year/150,000-mile 
warranty. 

ATS DIESEL PERFORMANCE 
866.209.3695 
ATSDiesel.com

IRATE DIESEL PERFORMANCE 
7.3L FORD T4 TURBO KIT 
This 7.3L Power Stroke T4 kit from Irate Diesel allows the use of turbos that have much 
better airflow for daily driving, towing and performance. It replaces the factory leaky 
up-pipes with 304 stainless steel bellowed up-pipes that are all manufactured in the USA, 
and it includes all new stainless steel charge piping for the complete system. The kit is 
a complete turbo system replacement, allowing for better towing and/or performance 
applications when paired with a T4 platform turbo to suit your individual needs. This kit 
works on 1994.5-2003.5 7.3L Power Stroke Engines. 

IRATE DIESEL PERFORMANCE 
503.435.9599 
IrateDiesel.com 
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PACIFIC PERFORMANCE ENGINEERING
6.6L DURAMAX 55/42 OR 55/45 BIG RACE 
TURBO KIT
For those looking to make a ton of horsepower and torque with 
a Duramax engine, PPE offers the Big Compound Race Kit. 
Taking over where the 45/40 Compound Turbo Kit leaves off, the 
55/42 and 55/45 Big Race Turbo Kits are capable of supporting 
1,700+ hp. These kits include everything that the smaller 45/40 
Compound Turbo Kit has with the added airfl ow from larger 
turbos, as well as a reinforced intercooler to handle the higher 
boost pressures. The PPE Big Race Kits are hand-built for your 
engine, with the option to size the turbos according to your truck’s 
specifi c performance needs and requirements.

PPE
714.985.4825
PPEDiesel.com

STAINLESS DIESEL
5 BLADE MAFIA TURBOS
When considering a turbo upgrade, Stainless Diesel’s vast lineup 
of 5 Blade Mafi a Turbos offers many options—anything from 
mild daily drivers to all-out horsepower builds or class-specifi c 
competition turbochargers like the company’s class-winning 2.5 
charger and NTPA leading 3.0 smoothbore. Faster spool-up and 
transient boost response makes keeping lower EGTs an easy task 
for the 5 Blade. In testing, the 5 Blade Mafi a lineup has seen 
signifi cant power gains over other standard turbos. Along with the 
increased performance the 5 Blade design provides, it provides the 
ever sought after “jet turbine” whistle.

STAINLESS DIESEL
269.268.2223
StainlessDiesel.com

INDUSTRIAL INJECTION
SILVER BULLET PHATSHAFT TURBO
The Silver Bullet PhatShaft turbo from Industrial Injection uses a 74mm 
turbine wheel and the choice of 62mm, 63mm, 64mm, 66mm or 69mm 
forged and milled compressor wheels to suit various applications with 
“drop-in” T3 or T4 turbine housing fi tment. For safe towing power, the 
turbos feature an internal wastegate with an adjustable boost control 
wastegate elbow and oversized wastegate ports to reduce backpressure. 
For longevity, the Silver Bullet PhatShaft turbos use dual oil groove bearings 
and steel 360-degree thrust bearings. Compressor covers are fully polished 
for good looks and feature a chamfered compressor inlet to maximize 
airfl ow and reduce turbulence for optimal performance.

INDUSTRIAL INJECTION
800.955.0476
IndustrialInjection.com
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BULLET PROOF DIESEL 
GARRETT DIRECT REPLACEMENT FORD 6.0L TURBO 
Bullet Proof Diesel offers a brand-new Garrett direct replacement turbo 
for the Ford 6.0L Power Stroke—so why deal with remanufactured 
turbochargers when you can get a brand-new unit from Garrett at Bullet 
Proof Diesel at a great price? The Garrett GT3782VA is the same turbo 
used as OEM equipment on the 6.0L Ford Power Stroke diesel trucks and 
as such, installation is easy and reliability is top-notch. This turbo comes 
with new solenoids already in place and includes a hardware kit to make 
the installation as easy as possible. Additionally, there is no core charge for 
this turbo when purchased from Bullet Proof Diesel. 

BULLET PROOF DIESEL 
888.967.6653 
BulletProofDiesel.com 

BD DIESEL PERFORMANCE 
DODGE 5.9L/6.7L COBRA TWIN TURBO KITS 
BD Diesel Performance offers a complete bolt-on compound turbo 
replacement kit for common rail Cummins engines. The kit uses BorgWarner 
compounded turbos matched to provide the wide range of air needed for 
Street and Strip performance from 700 to 1,400 hp! Kits include the BD 
exclusive ultra-close radius Cobra Head turbine outlet that has been widened 
to allow maximum flow with no restriction and the split-flow cast connection 
pipe that provides even flow to the twin-volute turbine housing for quick 
response. The cold air intake shields out hot engine bay temperatures and 
includes a washable air filter designed to handle 2,320 cfm. The connection 
includes MAF sensor ports. 

BD DIESEL PERFORMANCE 
800.887.5030 
DieselPerformance.com

BORGWARNER 
AIRWERKS SX-E TURBOCHARGERS 
BorgWarner Turbo Systems has released new AirWerks SX-E super core 
assemblies for performance applications. These new turbochargers 
are purpose-engineered for both diesel and gasoline high-performance 
applications and are available in S200, S300, S400, and S500 frame sizes. 
SX-E super cores contain the following new features: 360-degree thrust 
bearings, integrated speed sensor port and pre-machined boost port, flexible 
outlet options, forged milled compressor wheels with extended tip technology, 
optimized compressor stage aerodynamics, and interchangeable existing 
turbine housings. Contact a BorgWarner Distributor for more information. 

BORGWARNER 
BorgWarnerBoosted.com
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HSP DIESEL 
DURAMAX SINGLE INSTALL KIT 
The HSP Diesel Duramax Single install kit is perfect for anyone looking to 
increase performance and improve the looks of their engine bay with many 
powdercoating options available while updating the limited factory VGT 
turbocharger to a more robust and better-performing BorgWarner or Garrett 
mid-frame based turbo. This versatile kit is designed to provide increased 
power and improved spool-up. Kits come with upgraded high-strength 
silicone boots and a heat deflection box with an airtight seal to prevent hot 
engine temps from entering the air filter. The kit is capable of supporting 
600-900+ horsepower depending on turbo, tuning, and fuel system options. 

HSP DIESEL 
586.785.3110 
HSPDiesel.com
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According to the FBI, property crime spikes every 

summer. That’s why SimpliSafe wants to help get you 

the protection you need—with our massive summer 

sale. SimpliSafe is award-winning 24/7 home security. 

It’s thoughtfully designed to defend your entire home 

from burglars, and do it with no long-term contract, 

no hidden fees, and no installation costs. For a limited 

Don’t wait. Protect your home today!

Try it. Test it. Love it or Return it. 

Summer Sale Starts July 3!

GET $100 OFF
a special security package

Visit SimpliSafe.com/STRONG
Hurry! Ends 8/15 
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FEATURE 1929 PLYMOUTH

PLUM CRAZY
A 1,200HP CUMMINS-POWERED ’29 PLYMOUTH
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T
BY STEVE TEMPLE DIESEL WORLD MAGAZINE

he vehicle of choice for most Diesel World readers is a pickup with a 
really powerful diesel engine. And that was initially the plan for a client 
(who prefers to remain nameless) of ACR’s Andrew Faris. On the other 
hand, Faris’s client has three kids and likes his Sunday drives. So a 
four-door sedan made more sense from a comfort standpoint—but 
he couldn’t let go of his diesel obsession. Why not build on the best of 

both worlds, a stylish street rod with a 1,200hp Cummins? Sounds plum crazy, and 
the result is this insane ’29 Plymouth.

The project went through other changes midstream, as the original concept called for 
a rat rod in bare metal. “I wanted a modern industrial theme to the car using metal 
and wood detail pieces,” Faris recalls. Obviously the treatment went bonkers from 

there, as the trim and fi nish on this street rod is not merely industrial, but maniacal 
in quality.

How did it go off the rails? Faris started out sensibly enough, by selecting the tire 
sizes: Pirelli PZero 325/30, 19 inches in the front and 21 in the rear. Then he set 
the original tin body on the fl oor and moved the tires around until they looked right. 

With the wheelbase sorted out, “I ordered a differential and rear clip from Chris Alston 
Chassisworks,” Faris relates. “And had Pete & Jake’s build me a drop-tube axle.” He 
then built the 2x4-inch square-tube perimeter frame on his shop table, and installed 
a four-link rear end and Watts link with Air Spring bags and Bilstein shocks. At the 
front, the drop axle rides on Posies springs and a Pinto box actuates the steering 

ACR
306.933.0288
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PLUM CRAZY
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system. The brake asemblies are 4-piston Wilwoods with Lincoln drum 
covers and Aeroquip lines.
 
ENGINE WORK
In the meantime, Industrial Injection was building a 5.9L Cummins with a 
Phatshaft 62 / S474 compound turbo setup, and Bowler Transmissions 
was putting together a bulletproof 4L80 trans. A Destroked adaptor links 
the two together. A FASS filter keeps a good clean supply available to 
the Cummins, and a Dragon Fly injection pump raises the fuel delivery to 
keep up with the pair of high-performance puffers. A custom intercooler 
provides plenty of air density as well.
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Once those items arrived, Faris had some 
measurements to work from, so he decided to 
widen the body three inches to make more room 
for his client’s kids. Here’s were things start to 
get a little nutty.
 
EVEN MORE BODYWORK
“This meant a lot of fab work,” he admits. “We 
had to build the hinging front and rear window 
openings, the whole rear panel, and widen the 
cowl.” But that was only the beginning of the 
insanity, as he also had to figure out the best 

routing for the custom exhaust. It consists of a 
five-inch pipe flowing into two four-inchers that 
dump into a Magnaflow seven-inch muffler. In 
addition, Faris got the harebrained idea of putting 
some rain caps on the roof, so he had to make 
that happen as well. The next major obstacle was 
to get the rear door functioning, which required 
moving the lower portion of the door jamb 
forward to allow easier access to the rear seat.

With the overall look of the car sorted out, Faris 
worked with Mike Miernik of Miernik Design to 

PLUM CRAZY
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draw up some details. He penned a rendering that 
would promote the Plymouth as a SEMA show car. 
House of Kolor agreed to host it in their booth and 
supplied a new hue of Indigo Blue. It looks more like 
Plum Crazy to us, but what’s in a name? Whatever the 
label, it looks just as sweet. Commenting on the color 
and intensity of the paint, Faris notes that “it’s got quite 
a fl op on it.” He also applied Galaxy Grey and fl at clear 
as a contrasting color.

Much more work was left to do with only fi ve months to 
go before SEMA. “It is very diffi cult to change directions 
in mid-project,” Faris points out. “But there’s always a 
way to get it done.” 
 
SEMA CRUNCH
That meant really digging in, and a lot of late nights 
handling items such as hand-fi nished brushed stainless 
on the window frames, headlight and taillight buckets, 
and grille. The wheels are one-offs designed by Faris 
and Miernik. They were cut as one-piece rims by Evod 
Industries and the wooden inserts were machined out 
of teak. The whitewall is in fact part of the rim, not the 
tire, giving the car a more vintage fl avor. 

PLUM CRAZY

“We tied the old-school feel of the car in with the 
tuck-and-roll interior design,” Faris points out. The 
customized hides covering the bomber seats came 
from Relicate Leather and perfectly match the Galaxy 
Grey. Carrying the vintage theme further is a classy 
teak storage trunk mounted on the rear bumper, 
which echoes the teak veneer wrapping the trans 
tunnel and dash inserts. 

Faris also designed all of the trim and bezels to match 
and had them machined by Accutec Tool and Die. The 
dash had to be widened as well (to fi t the wider body), 
and the BOG (Big Old Gauge) cluster was custom built 
at Classic Instruments to fi t with the theme of the car. 

The level of detailing went to even higher levels of 
lunacy. “All the Lokar components, such as the door 
handles and shifter and e-brake look right at home in 
the interior,” Faris says. All that remained before the 
customer took delivery was a custom roll cage. 

1,200 HORSEPOWER AND  
2,100 LB-FT OF TORQUE.
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Getting back to the diesel, the difference in output is startling compared 
with the engine used in the original ’29 Plymouth. Chrysler introduced 
an inline four-cylinder version of its straight six in 1926 (just as Cummins 
had a four-cylinder version of its 5.9L straight six). But that’s where any 
similarity ends, aside from the type of fuels used. The Chrysler displaced 
less than 2.8 liters and churned out 45 horses. The 1,200hp Cummins 
delivers 26 times that output, plus 2,100 lb-ft of torque. Is that crazy 
or what? 

PLUM CRAZY
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n stock form, Ford’s 6.7L Power Stroke is a beast. But 
like any other engine, it has its shortcomings once it’s 
pushed past the factory power level. While the stock piezo 
electric injectors can support 650 to 700 hp, upgrading 
the turbo is a must in order to get there—along with 

adding a second injection pump. Such was the case for the owner 
of this ’11 F-350. With a 66mm S300 sitting in place of the factory 
unit, a CP3 combined with the stock CP4.2 high-pressure pump, 
and custom tuning upping the engine’s fuel demand, it was well 
on its way to making big power. Unfortunately, the factory lift pump 
was struggling to maintain enough low-pressure fuel supply to the 
injection pumps.

To add the final piece of the power-making puzzle to the late-model 
Super Duty, it was delivered to Flynn’s Shop in Alexander, Illinois, for 
the ultimate solution: H&S Motorsports’ low-pressure fuel system. 
With a direct, bolt-in 200gph lift pump and hardly any wiring to speak 
of, the kit reuses most of the factory fuel lines and requires no drilling 
in order to be installed. This not only makes the H&S Motorsports 
system capable of supporting big horsepower, but also cuts down 
on installation time and offers a clean, factory-appearing look once 
it’s finished. Here we’ll take you through the five-hour install and 
highlight the system’s key components. 

BY  MIKE MCGLOTHLIN

OWNER: ROGER OWENS

DIESEL WORLD MAGAZINETECH |

I

The first order of business entailed disconnecting the negative terminals from both batteries. Then the truck was 
raised via a two-post lift and the factory frame rail-mounted fuel pump and filter assembly was located. To keep 
leakage to a minimum, the fuel from the bowl was dumped into a waste container and then the bowl was reinstalled. 

ADDING H&S MOTORSPORTS’ LOW-PRESSURE FUEL SYSTEM TO A MODIFIED 6.7L POWER STROKE
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FLYNN’S SHOP
217.478.3811

H&S MOTORSPORTS
855.623.4450
HS-Motorsports.com

From the factory, the lift pump pressurizes the fuel it receives from the tank to approximately 
50-55 psi, and this relatively high supply pressure is what feeds the Bosch CP4.2 injection 
pump. In this customer’s case, the stock lift pump couldn’t maintain adequate supply pressure 
to both the CP4.2 and a belt-driven CP3 he’d installed, thereby triggering a check engine light 
anytime pressure dipped below 50 psi. With an already-infamous track record for premature 
failure (namely in ’11-16 Duramax applications that don’t benefi t from a factory lift pump), it’s 
important to make sure the CP4.2 is always being fed adequate supply pressure. Here you can 
see that the gray water-in-fuel (WIF) sensor has been unplugged in preparation for the factory 
assembly’s removal.

Next, the factory quick-connect fi ttings were disconnected from the fuel lines by fi rst pulling up 
on the locks that secure them. The fi ttings with blue locks indicate the factory return lines, while 
the yellow locks represent the factory supply lines.

With the return and supply lines disconnected from the fuel pump assembly, the power and 
ground connector on top of the lift pump were disconnected. After that, the factory pump’s wiring 
harness clip was removed from the fuel pump bracket.

Four mounting bolts secure the OEM fuel pump assembly to the driver-side frame rail. The nuts 
were located on the outside of the frame and loosened, followed by the removal of the factory 
fuel pump assembly.

Using the supplied fuel return line coupler, both factory return lines were joined together. Once 
the return lines were locked in place, they were positioned upward and toward the bottom of the 
cab (behind the factory feed lines).

Wiring up the H&S Motorsports 
system involved replacing the factory 
fuel pump power supply connector 
with the one provided in the kit. Once 
the factory wire covering had been 
pulled back away from the connector, 
the wires were cut.

TECH  PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT
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LOW-PRESSURE
FUEL SYSTEM

With the fuel pump pigtail from H&S Motorsports 
spliced into the factory fuel pump wire harness, 
the truck’s computer has no idea an aftermarket lift 
pump has even been added. It simply goes about its 
business as usual. The guys at Flynn’s added a fresh 
section of wire loom (as shown here), followed by 
electrical tape.

Next on the docket was the installation of the supplied frame mounting bracket. 
Two 3/8” x 1.25” Grade 8 bolts, nyloc nuts, and four washers were used to secure 
the bracket to the inside of the driver side frame rail. This bracket is the primary 
source of support for the fuel pump bracket.

Before attaching the fuel pump to its respective mounting plate, one (of two) H&S Motorsports 
billet-aluminum fuel filter bases was prepped with the appropriate fittings (one 3/8” NPT plug, 
one 3/8” x -8 AN fitting, and one 3/8” x -6 AN fitting). Each fitting’s threads were bathed in a 
coating of white lithium grease prior to being installed. 

The fuel filter base was then attached to the fuel pump mounting bracket via the supplied 8mm 
flange bolts (shown), which were torqued to 20 ft-lb. Because both filter bases are identical, 
it doesn’t matter which unit gets mounted in conjunction with the pump versus which one is 
installed on the engine (later on).

After installing the fuel pump 
onto the fuel pump mounting 
plate via four tapered Allen 
bolts, the new lift pump was 
conjoined with the fuel filter 
base bracket courtesy of the 
supplied 3/8” Grade 8 bolts. 
Then the supplied -8 AN boss 
fitting was threaded into the 
inlet port of the pump and the 
fuel line post boss fitting was 
installed on the outlet side. Both 
fittings’ O-rings were lubricated 
prior to being threaded into 
place.

To cut down on noise and vibration, the H&S kit isolates the fuel pump filter bracket from the 
frame mounting bracket using these rubber grommets. Once tightened to the frame mounting 
bracket, the grommets were squished to approximately 1/8” thickness (which slightly pre-loads 
them).

From there, the supplied weather-tight butt 
connectors were installed on the H&S wiring pigtail 
and then heat-shrunk to the previously cut wires. In 
this case, the H&S red wire was connected to the 
factory brown wire with a white tracer (power wire), 
and the green wire was attached to the factory 
ground.
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Mounting the new fuel pump and filter assembly into place along the frame rail called for the two 
3/8” x 1.5” bolts, four washers, and two nyloc nuts supplied by H&S. For adequate filter clearance, 
the mounting bolts were installed going toward the frame (nuts on the outside).

Part of the beauty of H&S Motorsports’ low-pressure fuel system lies in its ability to retain all factory 
quick-connect fittings. Retaining them does nothing to hamper performance, as the fuel supply 
lines measure ½” (inside diameter) from the factory on the 6.7L Power Stroke. Once the factory fuel 
feed and return line bracket was unclipped along the frame rail, the factory fuel supply lines were 
connected to both the fuel filter base inlet and pump inlet and then locked in place.

Once fuel from the tank passes through the filter base, it’s routed to the lift pump via the ½” push 
lock fuel hose supplied by H&S. The pre-assembled hose connects to the lift pump’s inlet port via 
a -8 AN x 90-degree fitting.

Next, the modified pump wiring harness was routed the length of the pump and its connector 
plugged in. Making use of an unused hole in the pump bracket, the harness was secured in place 
courtesy of one of the supplied zip ties. It’s worth mentioning that the water in fuel (WIF) sensor 
is no longer used in the H&S low-pressure fuel system.

To ease the priming process later on, the water separator was filled with diesel (along with a dab 
of engine oil along the gasket) and threaded into the filter base. A proven and readily available 
AirDog WS100 water separator is included in each H&S kit. Also notice that the previously 
installed ½” filter base-to-pump hose has been zip-tied to existing fuel lines and the wiring 
harness along the frame rail.

Because the factory fuel supply line that spans from the lift pump to the engine is retained, the 
majority of the fuel hose supplied in the H&S kit measures 3/8” and is used as the new return line. 
After connecting the return hose at the filter base along the frame rail, it was left hanging until it was 
necessary to cut it to length later on. The return port on the left (arrow) was plugged off due to the 
H&S system tying both factory return lines together (via the previously installed coupler).

LOW-PRESSURE
FUEL SYSTEM
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5 REASONS WHY IT’S WORTH $1,299
•  Direct, bolt-in system (resides in place of the factory pump/filter 

assembly)
•  Reuses the ½-inch factory fuel supply lines
•  No extensive wiring or relays to install (the only wiring requires tapping 

into the factory pump power supply harness)
•  On trucks with dual injection pumps, supply pressure to the CP4.2 is 

slightly higher than what is delivered to the CP3 (this is a good thing)
•  Comes with a quiet 200gph lift pump, adjustable fuel pressure 

regulator, and fuel pressure gauge

Up under the hood, the factory fuel filter reservoir would go by the wayside in favor of the Baldwin 
filter and base supplied by H&S. The OEM quick-connect locks were unlocked using a slide clip 
and the reservoir was turned counter-clockwise and then lifted off of the engine. The purpose of 
utilizing the billet H&S filter base on the engine is to make use of an additional feed line, which 
ties into the supplied fuel pressure regulator.

After equipping the Fuelab fuel pressure regulator with the appropriate fittings and the included 
mounting bracket, it (along with the supplied fuel pressure gauge) was mounted to an existing 
(yet unused) stud along the firewall. Using the fuel pressure gauge, the regulator can be adjusted 
until supply pressure sits at a steady 55 psi.

Prior to adding the new fuel filter assembly, the billet filter base was fitted with the supplied fuel 
line posts (the larger of the two nearest the firewall), 3/8” NPT x -6 AN fitting, and 3/8” NPT plug. 
With the new fuel filter base assembly (complete with a Baldwin filter and filter isolation boot) in 
place, fuel flows in the following manner: The line with the yellow push-lock retains its role as 
the supply line from the tank, the line with the green push-lock serves as the feed for the factory 
CP4.2, and the 3/8” fuel hose spanning from the passenger side of the filter base to the regulator 
flows through the regulator and then leaves the driver side of it, eventually supplying the CP3. 
The previously mentioned 3/8” return hose (attached at the filter base along the frame rail) was 
then cut to length and attached to the bottom of the regulator. After that, it was routed down the 
firewall, along the driver-side frame rail, and zip-tied in place.

The CP3 that the owner had previously installed (as part of H&S Motorsports’ dual high-pressure 
fuel kit) went unchanged during the installation of the low-pressure fuel system—other than the 
fact that it is now guaranteed to see adequate fuel supply. When combined with the factory CP4.2 
high-pressure pump, well north of 800 hp is obtainable with the 6.7L Power Stroke.

The finished product looks like this. As mentioned, an S366 SX-E turbo 
from BorgWarner is buried beneath the factory intake manifold, along with 
the belt-driven CP3 mounted in the engine’s dual alternator location. The 
combination of the S366 SX-E charger, H&S dual high-pressure fuel kit, 
custom tuning, and H&S low-pressure fuel system could easily push the 
truck to the 650rwhp mark, if not past it. After keying on the ignition and 
allowing the lift pump to run, all air was bled out of the fuel system. From 
there, fuel pressure was set to 55 psi and the truck was fired up and taken 
on a test drive. The result? Consistent fuel supply no matter the driving 
condition—and no more CEL under heavy acceleration.
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FEATURE 1997 FORD F-350

 CLASSIC LINES,    MODERN APPEAL
A JAW-DROPPING, 350HP OBS FORD

BY MIKE MCGLOTHLIN 

A
DIESEL WORLD MAGAZINE

s proof that Blue Oval loyalists are still 
willing to spend money on fi rst-generation 
Power Strokes, look no further than Blake 
Younce’s immaculate ’97 F-350. The 
Florida native has invested thousands in 
his old Ford over the past several years. 

Along the way, he’s improved the truck’s performance 
without sacrifi cing reliability, and added modern bling 
without abandoning the truck’s original, rugged look.

But while Younce had owned the truck since 2002, it 
wasn’t until buying his son, Brock, a ’96 F-250 a few 
years ago that he began to take an interest in diesel 
performance. “He’s defi nitely the one to blame for me 
spending all this money,” Younce tells us. “He has gotten 
to know a lot of people who eat, breathe, and 
sleep diesel trucks, and it’s rubbed off 
on me.”

BABY SWAMPS & ADRENALINE
After some research, Younce quickly learned the 
best way to add any substantial amount of 
horsepower to his 7.3L would be through 
the use of larger injectors. Acting on his 
fi ndings, the factory 90cc injectors 
were ditched in favor of a set of 
Baby Swamp units from Swamp’s 
Diesel Performance. Installing 
the 150cc injectors marked 
the fi rst (and only) time the 
valve covers have ever 
been off the heads. 
To retain stock-like 
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reliability yet ensure plenty of high-pressure oil 
volume makes it to the injectors, an Adrenaline 
high-pressure oil pump from DieselSite sits in 
place of the factory 15-degree unit. Custom 
PCM tuning from Gearhead Automotive 
Performance—available via a six-position TS 
Performance chip— unlocks the full potential of 
the injectors and Adrenaline.

ELECTRIC FUEL
Supporting the Baby Swamp injectors is an OBS 
fuel system from Irate Diesel Performance. The 
electric fuel supply system scrapped the factory 
mechanical lift pump and fuel bowl assembly 
in the valley in favor of a proven Walbro unit 
(and its corresponding Baldwin filters), which is 
mounted along the frame rail. Irate’s system also 
provided for the retention of the factory selector 
valve (so both fuel tanks could still be utilized) 
and included a regulated return, complete with 
an adjustable Aeromotive regulator that keeps 
fuel supply set at a steady 65 psi.

 The forged-rod 7.3L Power Stroke in Blake Younce’s ’97 F-350 has accumulated 265,000 trouble-free miles in its 21-year tenure. To date, 
the only work performed under the valve covers has been to add a set of 150cc stock-nozzle Baby Swamp injectors from Swamp’s Diesel 
Performance. Beyond that, an Irate Diesel Performance T4 turbo mounting system, 6.0L intercooler installation, and Adrenaline high-pressure oil 
pump were added courtesy of White’s Diesel Performance in Nokomis, Florida.

 At the heart of the Irate Diesel PerformanceT4 turbo system sits this S364.5 SX-E turbocharger 
from BorgWarner. Thanks to a forged-milled-wheel 64.47mm compressor wheel, 73mm turbine wheel 
in a 0.91 A/R housing, and a 360-degree thrust bearing available as standard equipment, this charger 
lights quick, flows nearly 400 cfm more than the stock turbo, and is considerably more reliable than the 
factory Garrett unit. Younce tells us the little S300 produces 35 psi of boost at full tilt.

 To get the most out of his injector combination, Younce did away with the factory 15-degree high-
pressure oil pump in favor of an Adrenaline from DieselSite. While this high-volume pump is known to 
add 30 to 50 hp to 7.3Ls (depending on injector size), Younce says the biggest improvement he noticed 
came in the form of increased low-rpm drivability, particularly while towing.

 An electric fuel system from Irate Diesel Performance—complete with a Walbro lift pump, readily 
available Baldwin spin-on filters, and regulated return—bolts to the frame rail and ensures 65 psi 
worth of diesel is always on tap for the injectors to use. The e-fuel system cleaned up the lifter valley 
by scrapping the factory fuel bowl assembly and also came with an adjustable fuel pressure regulator 
from Aeromotive.
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HIGH-FLOW TURBO
Younce knew the factory turbocharger would be 
a weak link, so it too would go by the wayside. 
Opting to run a T4 turbo mounting system from 
Irate Diesel Performance made it possible to 
utilize one of the industry’s latest gems: the 
S364.5 SX-E from BorgWarner. Offering a 
substantial increase in airflow over stock, the 
64.5mm unit spools quickly, builds 35 psi of 
boost, and features a 360-degree thrust bearing 
for maximum durability. The S300 routes air 
through a 6.0L intercooler and a set of Irate’s 
3-inch diameter intake plenums before entering 
the engine.

DURABLE E4OD
While the E4OD found under Younce’s F-350 isn’t 
the factory version, it was rebuilt using a TransGo 
shift kit and select other internal upgrades a short 
time ago. To date, the refreshed automatic has yet 
to skip a beat behind the now-potent 7.3L Power 
Stroke, which sends more than 400 hp and 800 
lb-ft of torque its way. 

OLD SCHOOL, MODERN STYLE
Ushering the OBS into the new age, Younce bolted 
a set of 20x12 Moto Metal wheels to the axles and 
cleared the headlights, tails, and cab lights—but 
he didn’t go overboard. After all, the truck still 

MODERN APPEAL

 While the truck still makes use of the factory pickup in the rear fuel tank, a sump kit from Full Force 
Diesel was installed in the front unit. Both factory tanks combine with an in-bed auxiliary tank to offer 
91 gallons of overall capacity.

 Tying all modifications together in the form of custom PCM tuning was left in the highly-capable 
hands of Gearhead Automotive Performance. Younce navigates half a dozen custom-tailored tunes via 
a TS Performance six-position chip.

 Once exhaust leaves an Irate 3-inch downpipe, it routes through a 5-inch diameter Diamond Eye 
turn down system with a 10-inch polished tip. Both the factory 10.25 Sterling and Dana 60 axles 
still house the original 4.10 gears, but each differential was treated to a little dress up thanks to an 
aluminum diff cover.

 Settling down harsh upshifts and stopping rear axle wrap is a set of traction bars Younce pieced 
together himself. The frame brackets, axle brackets, and heim joints came from SoFlo Diesel, while 
Younce sourced the 2.5-inch-diameter DOM steel tubing locally. Both the frame brackets and tubes 
were paint matched to the rest of the truck.

 While a Skyjacker leveling kit was bolted to the truck during our photo 
shoot (and for much of the truck’s life), Younce has since installed ’99 Super 
Duty leaf springs up front. In an effort to improve ride quality, a Precision 
Metal Fab reverse shackle kit went on at the same time.
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sports the factory bumpers, mirrors, interior, and a set of 
era-appropriate hoop steps. To make the truck pop again, 
Younce recently had it repainted the same Indigo Blue it left 
the assembly line with.

With one quick look at the truck, you can tell Younce plans to 
hold onto it for a while. Old body style Ford owners don’t invest 
in a completely different turbocharger system, an electric fuel 
system, or go through the trouble of adding an intercooler, 
and especially a fresh paint job unless they care deeply about 

SPECIFICATIONS
1997 FORD F-350
OWNER: Blake Younce
HOMETOWN: Bradenton, FL
ODOMETER: 265,000 miles
ENGINE: 7.3L Power Stroke
FUEL: Swamp’s Diesel Performance “Baby Swamp” injectors, Irate Diesel 
Performance OBS fuel system with regulated return, Full Force Diesel 
tank sump
OIL: DieselSite Adrenaline high-pressure oil pump
AIR: Irate Diesel Performance T4 Turbo Mount, BorgWarner S364.5 SX-E 
(64.5/73/0.91), Irate aluminum 3-inch intake plenums, 6.0L intercooler
EXHAUST: 5-inch Diamond Eye turn-down system with 10-inch polished 
tip, 3-inch Irate downpipe
TUNING: TS Performance six-position chip with Gearhead Automotive 
Performance custom tunes
TRANSMISSION: Stock E4OD with TransGo shift kit
HORSEPOWER: 350 to 375 rwhp (est.)
TORQUE: 700 lb-ft (est.)
TIRES: 35x12.50x20 Toyo Open Country A/T Xtreme
WHEELS: 20x12 Moto Metal MO962 with 2.5-inch rear spacers
AXLE RATIO: 4.10 
SUSPENSION/STEERING: Skyjacker leveling kit, homemade traction 
bars with SoFlo Diesel frame and axle brackets

 To keep EGT and intake temps down, an intercooler from a 6.0L Power Stroke lurks behind the front grille. The cutting and fabrication work required to make the intercooler fit was handled by White’s Diesel 
Performance. As we went to press—and because he had plans to upsize injectors and run more boost—Younce had just ditched the 6.0L unit (equipped with plastic end tanks) in favor of an aluminum intercooler 
out of a 7.3L Super Duty application.

 A set of chrome 20x12-inch Moto Metal MO962 wheels add some 21st century bling to the old Ford, while four 35x12.50x20 
Toyo Open Country A/T Xtremes handle traction. To make the rear track width identical to the front, Younce runs a set of 2.5-inch 
spacers out back.

MODERN
APPEAL
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the vehicle. “This will probably be the only 
diesel truck I’ll ever have,” Younce confirms. 
“I like old-school stuff and you just don’t see 
a lot of these trucks in good shape anymore.” 
With double the factory horsepower, a blend of 
square-body ruggedness coupled with modern 
curb appeal, and rock-solid reliability, it’s hard 
to argue with his decision to keep it for the 
long haul. 

MODERN
APPEAL

 In his first-ever attempt at drag racing, Younce piloted 
his F-350 to a low-15-second quarter-mile—not bad for 
a truck that would’ve run 19s in stock trim. Thanks to 
everything he’s added to the old Ford, he can keep up 
with the newer trucks on the road, get from point A to 
B in ultra-reliable fashion, and turn a lot of heads while 
doing it.

 Roughly three years ago, Younce addressed the truck’s fading factory paint. The job was undertaken by his neighbor, Jon Bibler, who restores cars for a living—and the results are second to none. Once the 
truck was painted, Younce put the leftover material to good use in the form of coating all intercooler pipes the same shade of Indigo Blue.

UNTIL IT BURNS TO 
THE GROUND, IT’S GOING TO 
BE PARKED IN
MY DRIVEWAY.

—BLAKE YOUNCE
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ntroduced a few issues back, this 2008 6.4L Power 
Stroke has already seen an array of bolt-on upgrades 
intended to not only increase power for pulling, but to do 
it more effi ciently than it did in stock form. Used as a daily 
driver, this higher-mileage F-250 doesn’t see much more 

than 35 mph on small town streets during the week, but come 
Friday afternoon, it’s hitched to a big living-quarters horse trailer or 
38-foot RV trailer almost every weekend from April to September. It 
sees a lot of highway miles traveling the Idaho rodeo circuits, and 
getting up and down steep mountain grades while keeping EGTs, 
coolant temps and fuel stops to a minimum is of utmost importance 
to the owner.

Part One addressed the power and effi ciency of the big Power 
Stroke while maintaining all the factory emissions equipment and 
keeping it 100% compliant with CARB-certifi ed parts. The Banks 
Big Hoss Bundle offered a great package for improving horsepower 
while maintaining cool fl uid and exhaust temperatures under heavy 
load on hot summer days. The high-fl ow Techni-Cooler intercooler 

and Ram Air intake ensure cool, 
fresh air gets into the motor, while 
the dual-tip Monster exhaust helps 
usher spent gases out. For tuning 
and in-cab monitoring, the Banks 
Six Gun with IQ offers full-color 
touchscreen technology and gains 
up to 100 hp over stock, along with 

BY  JACOB WHITE

OWNER: ROGER OWENS

DIESEL WORLD MAGAZINETECH |

I
PART THREE: IMPROVING THE 6.4L POWER STROKE FOR SUPERB USABILITY

The One Up Offroad Adjustable Coil Leveler (ACL) kit offers complete control of your front end lift height to not only 
account for front to back level, but also side to side. The threaded spacer allows the coil spring to ride anywhere from 
stock height to a 2.5-inch increase over stock for fi tment of larger tires, for getting the stance back after adding a 
heavy bumper and winch, or for just bumping an already lifted coil spring truck up a little bit more.

ONE UP OFFROAD
888.98.ONE.UP
OneUpOffroad.com
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case services get neglected, so to be sure everything is fresh it’s always a good 
idea to flush and fill them with new fluid after buying a used truck. On the 1999+ 
four-wheel-drive Super Duty Ford, the Dana 60 front axle and Ford 10.5 rear axle 
offer great strength and functionality, but their basic differential covers’ lack of drain 
plugs and their silicone seals make servicing a messy and tedious job. Looking to 
solve some of these issues, the crew at One Up Offroad engineered what they refer 
to as a high-flow cover that can increase bearing life due some specific internal 
characteristics cast into the cover for better oiling within the differential gear set.

After consulting directly with Dana Spicer, the manufacturer of the Dana 60 axles used 
on the 1999-2016 Super Duty trucks, OUO determined that increasing the overall oil 
volume wasn’t really needed. Spicer’s failure analysis just didn’t back the claims of 
axles overheating or lacking oil volume. OUO determined that an aftermarket cover that 
could help the ring gear splash oil onto the pinion bearings more efficiently was the best 
way to improve longevity of the axles and internals. OUO had also noticed finding an 
aftermarket front differential cover for these trucks that would clear the factory tie-rod, 
track bar and track bar bracket was virtually impossible. With this data to work with, the 
OUO cast-aluminum cover was developed to fit any Ford Super Duty, regardless of its 
suspension height or the use of high-strength axle trusses.

The level kit install is straightforward and can be done in just 1-2 hours with basic hand tools. This 
truck was raised in a home garage without the use of air tools. To start, you need to get the front 
coil springs out of the truck. With the frame rails up on jack stands and the axle on a floor jack, 
the lower shock bolts can be removed.

 Next, disconnect the sway bar end 
links from the sway bar, disconnect the 
brake line bracket, and the ABS line from 
the axle. This will allow you to lower the 
axle away from the truck; you’ll need to 
drop it far enough to remove the factory 
coil springs from their perches.

 With the factory coil springs removed 
from the truck, you can then unbolt the 
lower spring perch from the axle and 
discard; the new OUO leveler adjustable 
mount will replace it.

 Assembling the adjustable perch is 
simple: Thread the lock collar onto the 
threaded post, slide the spring perch 
washer onto the post, and then the 
spring isolator. Don’t forget the Allen 
head bolt to tighten the lock collar into 
place once the Leveler is set at your 
desired height. On this truck, the owner 
opted for 1.5 inches up from stock.

TECH  PROJECT SUPER DUTY

control of the turbocharger’s variable vanes via the optional Speed Brake controller 
for additional braking on downhill grades.

Part Two covered upgrading the front end with a tough Throttle Down Kustoms steel 
front bumper. This not only improved the look of the truck with its aggressive styling 
and near-perfect fitment, but it offers added protection against potential run-ins with 
wildlife on backcountry highways in the middle of the night. The optional push bar 
was the perfect place to mount an additional light bar to help light up those lonely, 
desolate mountain highways.

In this installment, the front and rear differentials will get some love with a much-
needed fluid service and new high-flow covers from One Up Offroad (OUO). These 
covers help improve oil flow to the bearings for extra insurance against ring and 
pinion troubles while towing heavy. The front end of the truck will get some attitude 
adjustment with the OUO Adjustable Coil Levelers (ACL), which can raise the front 
suspension up to 2.5 inches over stock for better tire clearance and overall looks.

OUO DIFF COVERS
With 140,000 miles on the odometer and no knowledge of the previous owner’s 
maintenance schedules, more often than not you’ll find the differentials and transfer 

SUPER DUTY
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TECH  PROJECT SUPER DUTY

The OUO front and rear covers use a machined surface 
with a groove that accepts a thick 3/16” O-ring to 
make installation cleaner and easier than the factory 
silicone-style seal. They also incorporate a magnetic 
drain plug at the lowest point of the cover to ease future 
fluid services. But one of the most impressive design 
features of the cover is the massive 1-7/8” fill port cast 
and machined into it. This large port makes filling the 
cover much easier, while allowing you to actually see 
inside the differential to check the fluid level. 

OUO LEVELERS
While the added weight of the new TDK front bumper 
didn’t cause the front suspension to sag much, plans 
for raising the rear of this F-250 truck to F-350 height 
with taller OUO Traction Bar lift blocks when the OUO 
Traction Bar kit gets installed (stay tuned for Part Four 
of the project), something needed to be installed to 
add some front-end tire clearance. The Adjustable 
Coil Levelers from OUO seemed the perfect solution, 
as their unique threaded post design allows complete 
height adjustability by raising or lowering the lower 
coil spring perch to your desired level. The real beauty 
behind this style of leveling system is the fact that it 
will have no effect on ride quality since you’re doing 
nothing to chance the coil spring compression rate, but 
can change the front suspension height anywhere up 
to 2.5 inches over stock.

The kit installs in around two hours and you’ll be able 
to fine-tune the stance and rake of the truck to fit your 
personal preference. With just a 33-inch tire and stock 
wheels under the truck and the factory F-250 block still 
out back, the front end was brought up 1.5 inches for 
now. But as the rear suspension is upgraded and raised 
up another two inches, a set of taller 35-inch tires may 
be considered, so this ACL system may get adjusted 
to the full 2.5-inch height to improve looks and tire 
clearance, but that’ll be revisited if and when the time 
comes. And while it doesn’t pertain to this build, for 
those already running big aftermarket lifts under their 
Super Duty with taller coil springs, the OUO Adjustable 
Levelers could still be added to get you another inch or 
two, or simply to fine tune your final lift height front to 
back or even side to side.

While the cosmetic and performance changes to this 
6.4L Power Stroke haven’t been very drastic, their 

SUPER DUTY

The supplied line management tab is set onto the axle, then the 
adjustable leveler system can be installed using the supplied 
bolt. Be sure to use some Loctite on that center bolt and torque 
to 140 ft-lb.

With the OUO Level installed, the factory coil spring can be 
reinstalled, along with all the other pieces you unbolted. Raise 
the axle back up into place, reattach the ABS lines, brake line 
brackets, lower shock bolts, and sway bar end links.

Since the used truck was purchased a little high on mileage and had been used for towing, the owner opted to service the front and 
rear differentials to be sure the fluid was fresh. This meant it was the perfect time to upgrade to the cast aluminum high-flow OUO 
covers as well. This can help with oil flow to the bearings and future services, since the OUO covers are designed to improve flow 
to pinon bearings and offer an easy fill port and magnetic drain plug.

OUO didn’t just make a nice-looking, easy-to-service differential cover; the team spoke with Dana 
Spicer, manufacturer of the Ford Super Duty front axle, to ensure they engineered a cover that 
would improve oil flow to the bearings. Additional volume wasn’t really needed, just better flow to 
the pinion bearings to increase service life.

The OUO front cover for the Dana 60 under the Ford Super Duty trucks is one of the only high-flow 
covers available that will clear the factory steering linkage, like tie-rod, track bar, and track bar 
bracket. They also use a 3/16” O-ring for sealing, and the big 1-7/8” inspection port makes it easy 
to fill and check fluid level without the need for a dipstick.
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TECH  PROJECT SUPER DUTY

ultimate impact is more than noticeable while towing and daily 
driving. The additional horsepower and torque have helped keep 
massive loads moving, while the Banks Speed Brake has helped 
keep that same load under control when coming to a stop. The 
differential covers should extend pinion bearing life under the 
harsh towing conditions this truck will see every weekend, and 
the added height up front just plain looks better on this truck. In 
Part Four of this project build, the rear suspension will get some 
minor tweaks with OUO F-350 traction blocks and a set of short 
gusset traction bars to help prevent axle wrap under heavy load 
and acceleration. 

The rear differential cover on the 2008-2010 Ford Super Duty is small improvement over previous model years, with 
its aluminum construction and cooling fi ns, but the lack of a drain plug and the silicone needed to seal it makes 
servicing the differential a messy job.

 Like the OUO front differential cover, the rear cover for the Ford 10.5 
rear axle uses a thick 3/16” O-ring to seal the cover to the axle, making 
installation much easier and mess free with no more silicone to bead on and 
wait to dry. You can also see the large fi ll port plug OUO uses to make fl uid 
changes and checks much easier.

 This truck may have a lot of miles for its age, but the rear differential 
was still in perfect condition with no excessive play, no wear on the gears, 
and with some fresh gear oil and a new cover it should be good for quite a 
few more miles.

 Since the OUO covers use such a large fi ll port, they also include a custom 
machined key that can be inserted to tighten or remove the plug. Also note 
the magnetic drain plug used at the lowest point of the cover, which makes 
future fl uid changes completely mess-free.

 Once the axle surface was cleaned of the old silence, the OUO cover was 
installed using the supplied hardware; oil can be added until it spills out 
of the upper fi ll port. You may notice the cover doesn’t increase volume by 
much, but again, with this axle, volume isn’t what is important—it’s all about 
oil fl ow to the bearings. This cover design allows the ring gear to splash oil 
more effi ciently to the vital points within the axle.

SUPER DUTY

THE KIT INSTALLS IN AROUND TWO 
HOURS AND YOU’LL BE ABLE TO 

FINE TUNE THE FINAL STANCE AND RAKE 
OF THE TRUCK TO FIT YOUR PERSONAL 
PREFERENCES.
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#321056 ‘04-’10 CHEVY/GM   
3” TURBO DIRECT PIPE FOR
LL7, LBZ & LMM DURAMAX

K4308A ‘94-’97 FORD 7.3L
4” ALUMINIZED TURBO BACK 
DUAL EXHAUST KIT

125102 ‘08-’10 FORD 6.4L
4” ALUMINIZED 2 PIECE DOWN 
PIPE EXHAUST KIT

K5314A ‘94-’97 FORD 7.3L
5” ALUMINIZED TURBO BACK 
SINGLE EXHAUST KIT

K4306A ‘94-’97 FORD 7.3L
4” ALUMINIZED TURBO BACK 
SINGLE EXHAUST KIT

122004 ‘94-’97 FORD 7.3L
3” ALUMINIZED 2 PIECE DOWN 
PIPE EXHAUST KIT

#321055 ‘01-’04 CHEVY/GM   
3” TURBO DIRECT PIPE FOR
LB7 DURAMAX

#162004, #165102, &
K4306S, K4308S, K5314S

UPC BARCODES WILL NOW BE
APPLIED TO ALL NEW EXHAUST 

PARTS AND EXHAUST KITS

CALIFORNIA AIR RESOURCES BOARD EXECUTIVE ORDER #D-778

C.A.R.B. EXEMPT
409 STAINLESS 
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PARTS ARE ALSO 
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GET LOST

AIR SUSPENSION &
ONBOARD AIR KITS

Wherever the road takes you, 
Pacbrake’s got you covered:

    Heavy Duty Air Springs

    Hard Working Compressors

    Premium Air Tanks

    Custom In-Cab Controls

2017 FORD F250/F350/F450

SUPERDUTY 4WD

www.pacbrake.com  /   Call Toll Free  800.663.0096
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our-stroke diesels have long 
been the norm. Two-strokes? 
Sure, we all remember the 
“Screamin’ Jimmys” of years 
past… sometimes even fondly... 

and those legendary Uniflow GM diesels pretty 
much define the American memory of the two-
stroke diesel. Few remember another two-
stroke diesel that mounted a challenge in the 
American market.

Europe embraced the diesel engine much 
earlier than North America. Because of high 
fuel taxes, Europeans demanded higher fuel 
economy and developed diesel technology 
for their commercial fleets and passenger 
cars. One of the more important figures in 
that process was Professor Doctor Hans List 
(1896-1996), an Austrian engineer, scientist 
and internal combustion engine theorist. 

In 1948, Dr. List started the Institute for 
Combustion Engines in Graz, Austria, the 
Austrian acronym being “AVL.” They are still in 
business and responsible for many high-tech 
advances in combustion engine technology. In 
the early days, List was a proponent of loop-
scavenging, a method whereby the engine 
breathed through ports and didn’t have valves 
at all. The father of this idea was Adolph 
Schnuerle, who conceived it in 1926. Loop-
scavenged engines can be designed for any 
fuel and many of the best gasoline two-strokes 
are loop-scavenged. They are high revvers 
and were considered very efficient in their day 
because they don’t have the major internal 
frictional horsepower losses of an engine with 
a conventional valvetrain.

BY JIM ALLEN   PHOTOS BY JIM ALLEN & COURTESY OF THE WAUKESHA ENGINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY*DIESEL WORLD MAGAZINEVINTAGE SMOKE

 A storage-worn NOS Waukesha-built Model 3 
3-cylinder with a 1969 manufacture date. The application 
is unclear but it was likely military. The basic features 
are the same for all engines, though injection pump 
and blower mounts mountings varied a little. The three-
cylinders had four main bearings supporting a nodular 
iron crankshaft with 3.5-inch diameter main and 2.87-
inch rod journals. In this application, a Roosa-Master 
DB series pump was used and the pintle-type injectors 
opened at 1,750 psi. The engine weighed 605 pounds 
even with its aluminum block (SAE#4 bellhousing). Note 
the very early application of flat belts, driving both the 
accessory drives and blower. We could not find a boost 
pressure specification but the information indicates 
the blower was tuned to supply only a little more than 
atmospheric pressure. Turbocharging was envisioned as 
a future power enhancer.

F

CERLIST DIESEL
THE OTHER TWO-STROKE
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VINTAGE SMOKE  CERLIST DIESEL

APPLICATIONS
1963 JEEP M-SERIES FORWARD CONTROL
The M-Series Jeep Forward Control FC-170 4x4s were built for the United 
States Marine Corps in 1963 and were the most notable vehicular application 
for the Cerlist. As many as 400 are known to have been built. This is the 
M-677 four-door crew cab variant, the most numerous of the M-Series 
produced, but there was also an M-676 standard cab pickup, M-678 carryall 
and M-679 ambulance built on the same chassis. They were fairly standard 
Jeep FCs but militarized to suit USMC requirements.

The FC-170 was normally powered by a 226ci flathead six that made 105 
hp at 3,600 rpm and 190 lb-ft at 1,400 rpm (gross ratings, deduct about 15 
percent to approximate the net power). The two engines were approximately 
the same weight, with the Cerlist about 40 pounds heavier than the six. As 

you can see, the diesel fit well under the doghouse and was a relatively easy 
conversion. In tests, at an 8,000 lbs GVW, the gasser delivered 8 mpg while 
the Cerlist powered truck made over 16 mpg. Testers said performance was 
comparable, especially in hilly country.

The Cerlist in the M-Series was backed up by a Warner Gear T90 3-speed 
and a Spicer Model 18 transfer case. Axles were a front Spicer 44 and a 
rear Spicer 53, both equipped with Spicer Powr-Lok limited-slip differentials. 
They came wearing 7.50-16 commercial mud and snows, but most were 
soon converted to military non-directional tires. This M-677 belongs to 
Dan DeVries and has been restored to USMC splendor wearing its original 
registration markings.
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List’s loop-scavenged diesels were fi rst used by the 
Austrian car and truck maker Graf & Stift in 1948. From 
1952 to 1960, AVL licensed loop-scavenged diesels to 
Alfa-Romeo (Italy), Janbacher (Germany), Ford Motor 
Company (Germany), Turner Manufacturing (England), 
Landini (Italy), Krupp and Mannesmann (Germany) to 
build engines for automotive, marine and stationary 
use. Each company had a slightly different variation on 
the theme and there would be other licensees later.

In the heyday of that mid-1950s movement, along 
comes an American named Peter Cerf. How and 
exactly when he connected with AVL is unclear, but 
by the end of 1956 he had formed the Cerlist Diesel 
Company in North Carolina to build List diesels under 
license. In case you haven’t fi gured it out yet, the name 
“Cerlist” blended “Cerf” and “List.” Cerlist engines 
used the design features found in the European List 
engines but were updated for the American market by 
AVL with Cerf’s input. That process took 18 months 
and the result was a fi ve-engine Cerlist family that 
shared the same basic 4-inch bore and 4.5-inch 
stroke. A 4.18-inch bore was also envisioned as a 

future power upgrade option, as was a turbocharger, 
but neither were implemented in production. 

The lineup included a 2-cylinder inline (113 ci, 54 hp, 
107 lb-ft), 3-cylinder inline (170 ci, 85 hp, 170 lb-ft), 
V-4 (224 ci,100 hp, 220 lb-ft), V6 (336 ci,150 hp, 340 
lb-ft) and V8 (448 ci, 200 hp). All the engines were 
rated for a 3,000rpm intermittent maximum and 2,600 
rpm continuous, plus they had a broad, fl at torque band 
right up to redline. They all shared the same liners, 
pistons, rings, heads, Tri-Metal bearings and a belt-
driven Roots blower. 

The block was cast from aluminum with four-bolt 
mains and a nodular iron crankshaft. The inline engines 
used a balance shaft. The pistons were Hypereutectic 
with six rings. Cerf and List toyed with both direct and 
indirect injection and either worked well with the basic 
design, but lower noise levels favored indirect injection. 
A major side benefi t was multi-fuel capability. The 
Cerlist could run on #1 or #2 diesel, JP-4 jet fuel or 
gasoline with no tuning changes. In a 1959 SAE White 
Paper, Cerf presented a dyno graph that showed power 

CERLIST DIESEL

Loop scavenging is a simple concept. Piston position uncovers 
the inlet (white arrows) and the exhaust ports (black arrows). 
The blower supplies constant airfl ow. After ignition, the piston 
moves down and uncovers the three exhaust ports fi rst and 
much of the combustion pressure exits. Next, the six intake ports 
are uncovered and the inlet fl ow both pushes out the remaining 
exhaust and fi lls the cylinder, with the fresh air moving in a loop. 
The piston rises, covering the ports and compressing the air (22:1 
CR). The injection system pops, the cylinder fi res, and the cycle 
begins again. The size, shape and location of the ports represent 
the job a camshaft and valves do. The biggest problem with the 
loo- scavenged diesels was oil consumption control and that’s 
why the pistons had six sets of rings, four compression (keystone 
type on top) and two oil control. The oil control rings were at the 
bottom of the piston and stayed just below the intake ports at the 
top of the stroke.

The Cerlist Model 2 cranked out 54 hp at ,3000 and 107 lb-ft at 1,900 rpm from 113 ci. This engine weighed in at 530 pounds and saw 
the most use as a stationary or marine engine.

LOOP-
SCAVENGING: 

A METHOD WHEREBY 
THE ENGINE 
BREATHED THROUGH 
PORTS AND DIDN’T 
HAVE VALVES
AT ALL.
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1963 STUDEBAKER ZIP VAN
Another possibility of a road application for 
the Cerlist came from Studebaker or the U.S. 
Postal Service. At the end of 1963, Studebaker 
won a contract to produce a postal van. It 
was called the Zip Van, appropriately named 
since the postal Zip Codes were just being 
introduced at the time. 

Production Zip Vans were powered by 
Studebaker’s 110 hp/156 lb-ft (gross rating) 
OHV 170ci gasoline six, but Cerlist repowered 
at least one with a Model 3C diesel. It isn’t 
clear exactly when this occurred but it was 
in the ’64-65 timeframe. It’s also not clear if 
it was instigated by the USPS or Studebaker. 
This might have gone farther but Studebaker 
went out of business as the Zip Van was being 
built. In a strange twist of fate, when the last 
of the ordered 4,328 Zip Vans were being 
built in April of 1964, Studebaker was already 
officially out of business in the U.S. and the Zip 
Van was likely the last vehicle built in the U.S. 
under the Studebaker nameplate. 

In another odd quirk of fate, that single prototype 
has survived. It was built January 9, 1964, and 
delivered to the government on January 17. It is 
unclear when the conversion was done, but the 
engine production date was February 19, 1964. 
We located it in the extensive Ron Hackenberg 
collection and Ron was kind enough to let us 
photograph it. The vintage photo shows Peter 
Cerf, then the Sales Manager for the Cerlist 
Engine Division of Waukesha Motors, with the 
newly converted van. The other images show it 
today in a corner the storage facility where it has 
lived for many years, still wearing the original 
postal colors and still containing various postal 
accoutrements within. This vehicle will be up 
for sale on July 15, 2017, when Hackenberg’s 
750-vehicle collection of cars and trucks will be 
auctioned off in Norwalk, Ohio.

VINTAGE SMOKE   CERLIST DIESEL
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dropped only 4 percent from #2 diesel 
compared to gasoline. The injection 
pumps on production Cerlist engines 
most often had hardened internals 
to run on fuels with no lubricity, like 
gasoline, kerosene or JP-4. 

Because Cerlist was a small company 
with little capital, it took a while to get 

up to speed. When orders came, the 3-cylinder proved the most popular 
engine, followed by the 2-cylinders and the V4. Few V6s were sold 
and, as far as can be determined, no production V8s were built. In the 
late ‘50s, Cerlist experimented with repowering a Jeep FC-170 1-ton 
with a 3-cylinder and tested that truck extensively over hill and dale, 
likely with full cooperation from Jeep. The Cerlist closely matched the 
package size needed to fi t in the Jeep engine doghouse and it wasn’t 
far off the original 226ci fl athead six for net power. When Jeep needed 
diesels for its military XM-676 program, the Cerlist was chosen. This 
became the militarized Jeep Forward Control 4x4 truck designed for 
the United States Marine Corps and came in four variants. Production 
records also show a small number of civilian FC-170s built in 1963 with 
Cerlist diesels. 

A Cerlist was tested in a Checker cab and delivered fantastic fuel 
economy and power comparable to the stock six. A Studebaker postal 
Zip Van was given a Cerlist diesel swap for tests. Beyond the M-series 
FCs, the USMC swapped Cerlist diesels into M-38A1 Jeeps for tests. 
According to some sources, a supplemental order came from the 
Marines for 3,000 engines and that may have been the straw that broke 
Cerlist’s back. The company had capitalization issues that became 
acute as the Jeep project was being fi nished up and could not meet the 
supplemental order. 

Waukesha Engine came in to buy the company, completing that deal in 
June of 1963, keeping Cerf on the payroll as Sales Manager but moving 
production to Clinton, Iowa. During the Waukesha era, Cerlist diesels 
were sold mostly for stationary use. One interesting military application 
was a Vietnam-era portable aviation fuel dump for remote airfi elds. 
The Air Logistic Corporation used Cerlist diesels in its Boondocks Air 
Transportation Fuel System. The Cerlist pumped JP-4 from fuel bladders 
and ran off the JP-4 fuel it was pumping.

Production continued on the 2 and 3-cyl inlines and the V4 through July 
of 1973, when Waukesha discontinued them. The remaining spare parts 
were sold off in 1980 and today Cerlist parts stocks have dwindled. 
The exact production number of Cerlist engines has been hard to track 
down, but some sources list as many as 8,000 of the 3-cylinders and a 
combined 2,000 2-cylinders, V4s and V6s.

Loop-scavenged engines had an era but even had Cerlist survived as a 
company, emissions regulations would likely have doomed them, as they 
did the Unifl ow GM engines. 

*Special thanks to Dennis Tollefson at the Waukesha Engine 
Historical Society and Ron Hackenberger

 The Cerlist V4 was very compact for its output. It was only 30.7 inches long, 33.12 
inches wide and 35.12 inches tall but weighed a hefty 770 lbs. The blower mounted in the 
valley between the cylinders and so did the injection pump. The intermittent rating was a 
respectable 100+ hp but look at that torque line! All the Cerlist engines had a similarly fl at 
torque line from 1,000 to 3,000 rpm. In this case it only dropped 10 lb-ft from the peak at 
1,900 to the redline at 3,000. The governor cut in at 3,150 revs. 
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rior to 1961, Ford’s worldwide agricultural 
engineering, marketing and production 
operations were scattered all over the 
globe. That year, the company began 
consolidating the operation for greater 

efficiency. The end result was the “Worldwide Tractor” 
that debuted for 1965, a single line of tractors to be 
sold all over. Existing features from existing products 
were homogenized with new ones. Design input came 
from all Ford sources and the new lineup debuted with a 
lot of new technology and a new look. The British arm of 
Ford Tractor Operations was the farthest ahead in many 
ways and took the overall lead.

Ford tractor production coalesced in four places. 
Birmingham, England, produced many of the bigger tractors, 
with a U.S. factory in Highland Park, Michigan, building the 
higher-horsepower units destined for the American market. 
A new plant in Basildon, England, built the smaller tractors 
and a plant in Antwerp, Belgium, built many tractors for the 
Euro market. These tractors have become known as the 
“Thousand Series,” comprising the 2000 (3-cyl, 32 hp), 
3000 (3-cyl, 39 hp), 4000 (3-cyl, 47 hp), 5000 (4-cyl, 56 
hp) and 6000 (6-cyl, 67 hp). The 1965-75 Thousand Series 
would evolve greatly in that decade, as would Ford Tractor 
Operations until it was finally sold to Fiat in 1991. The Ford 
line would eventually become the New Holland brand.

BY JIM ALLENDIESEL WORLD MAGAZINETRACTOR TALK

FIVE GRAND FORD
1969 FORD 5002 ROW CROP

 By the time this 1969 Ford 5002 row crop was 
built, the narrow front was a seldom-seen feature. The 
general purpose tractors are also more commonly seen 
these days as well. The squared-off fenders, driver’s 
platform and tall stance are the giveaways. The GP 
tractors used clamshell-type fenders, shorter tires and 
sat much lower.

P
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TRACTOR TALK  1969 FORD 5002 ROW CROP

For 1968, Ford updated and restyled the tractor line, replacing the 
6000 with the much more powerful 105hp 8000 and upping the 
power on the rest. As time passed, one of the most popular of the 
new Worldwide designs turned out to be the 5000 model. It was 
that “Three Bears, just right” size farmers liked as a utility or even 
as a main tractor for smaller acreages. 

The 1968 5000 series, built in Basildon, debuted as either a 
general purpose (GP, model 5001) or row crop (RC, model 5002). 
The main difference in the RC versus GP was a higher stance. 
On the wide front tractors, this was accomplished with a higher-
riding, adjustable-tread, front-axle design mounting 7.50-16 
versus 6.00-16 tires. A narrow front version was available, also 
with 7.50-16 tires. In back, the RC used 38 inch rear tires (13.6 or 
15.5-inch width) on power-adjusted rims. The GP tractors are most 
often seen with 6.00-16 front tires and 16.9-30 rear tires. The 
higher stance on the RC was accompanied by a platform seating 
arrangement, as opposed to the lower seating arrangement on the 
GP tractors that straddled the gearbox.

The ’68 and later 5000 used a direct-injected 256ci four cylinder 
diesel that replaced a similar 233ci unit (with a smaller 4.2-inch 
bore) on the ’65-67 units. A gas engine of the same general 
design was also offered, though an LPG engine option offered on 
the earlier tractors was dropped. The 256ci engine produced 75 
net fl ywheel horsepower at 2,100 rpm and 212 lb-ft of torque at 
1,300. That equaled the 242ci six of the ’65-67 6000 model and 

 The row crop models were almost always equipped with a Cat II 3-point hitch 
(upper link missing here), drawbar and 540rpm PTO. Most GPs had these also 
but were more likely to be ordered without than a row crop model. Two hydraulic 
remotes were standard, with two more optional.

 The row crop platform gave the operator plenty of room to work, and being up 
so high offered great visibility.
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the Nebraska-rated PTO power of the 5000 was nearly the same as 
the 6000 as well. Well, four equals six in this case, eh?

Two gearboxes were offered in the 5000, an 8-speed mechanical unit 
(four gears in the main transmission with a two-speed range box) or 
the 10-speed Select-o-Speed (S-o-S). The S-o-S was a clutchless, 
planetary-gear transmission that was shifted hydraulically. It had 
some quirks when introduced in 1959, but by the late ’60s S-o-S was 
a reliable unit and continued in production through 1975. An effective 
mechanical diff lock was standard, as was power steering on the wide 
front tractors.

Cabs were available for the 5000 models but are rarely seen in the 
United States. ROPS appeared on the 5000 in the early ’70s and a 
canopy could be added to it. Generally speaking, both versions of the 
Ford 5000 were well laid out and comfortable units.

The 5000 models were produced into late 1975 and replaced by the 
updated and restyled 70hp 6600, which was a natural evolution in the 
same general weight class. The Select-o-Speed option was replaced 
by a 16-speed powershift gearbox. The 5000 was one of the most 
popular Ford models of its era, both here and overseas. In fact, it was 
one of the best-selling Ford models ever in Britain.

The 5000 is both a collectible tractor and one that is still viable 
out in the fi eld. Because all the Thousand Series tractors were so 
interchangeable and popular, parts are still widely available from New 
Holland and the aftermarket. The Thousand Series are some of the 
best-known tractors worldwide and are commonly seen across the 
globe. In the ’90s, when New Holland replaced the designs that had 
evolved from the Thousand Series with completely new units, they 
sold off the old-school designs and tooling in the ’90s and Thousand 
Series progeny lived on under new nameplates… and still do.  

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
1969 FORD 5002 ROW CROP
ENGINE: 4-cylinder, DI, diesel
DISPLACEMENT: 256 ci 
BORE & STROKE: 4.4 x 4.2  in.
FLYWHEEL TORQUE: 212 lb-ft @ 1,300 rpm
*RATED PTO POWER: 63.23 hp @ 2,100
*RATED DRAWBAR POWER: 59.92 hp @ 2,100
COMPRESSION RATIO: 16.5:1 
TRANSMISSION: 8-speed (4x2)
TIRES: Front- 7.50-16
 Rear- 15.5-38
*FUEL CONSUMPTION: 4.35 gph @ max power
*DRAWBAR PULL: 7,283 lbs. @ 11.69% slip, w/max ballast
WEIGHT: 5,800 lbs.  
FUEL CAPACITY: 20 gal.
*TOP SPEED: 16.8 mph
*As rated by Nebraska Tractor Test 996

 The 256ci four in the 5000 was a direct injected, naturally aspirated, fi ve-main engine. It made 75 hp at the fl ywheel. The 
’71-75 7000 model was almost the same tractor but the 256 had a turbo and made about 90 hp on the fl ywheel (83 rated PTO hp). The 
compression ratio on the 5000 was 16.5:1 and the injection was done via a CAV injection pump. There was a lot of parts commonality 
among the three, four and six cylinder engines used at the time and they were of generally similar architecture.

FIVE GRAND FORD

TWO GEARBOXES WERE 
OFFERED IN THE 5000, AN 

8-SPEED MECHANICAL UNIT
OR THE 10-SPEED
‘SELECT-O-SPEED.’ 
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DIESEL
TOUGH
Strengthen Your Truck With
Premium ARP Fasteners

8 0 0 - 8 2 6 - 3 0 4 5
www.arpdiesel .com 

TECHTIP
Properly preloading head 
studs and other fasteners is 
critically important. Torque 
wrenches should be checked 
for accuracy on a regular basis, 
as they can be off by 30-50% 
or more. Torque specs for ARP 
fasteners can be found at 
www.ARPinstructions.com.

 ARP head studs provide the extra 
strength that’s necessary to cope with 
elevated combustion pressures and 
provide maximum reliability. They’re the 
choice of leading diesel specialists and 
race teams the world over.
 Chevy Duramax, Ford Powerstroke 
and Dodge/Ram/Cummins engines 
can also be made stronger through 
use of ARP’s premium main studs and 
connecting rod bolts. A rock-solid 
bottom-end is essential for serious 
power gains.
 

Other ARP fasteners developed to 
improve your truck’s reliability include 
harmonic damper, flywheel and flex 
plate bolts. Their unique design and 
premium grade materials add strength 
in these critical areas.
 And there’s more. Visit ARP’s 
dedicated diesel website at www.
ARPdiesel.com . Remember, all fasteners 
are proudly manufactured in-house 
at ARP’s ISO 9001-2008 and AS9100 
registered California 
facilities. They’re 
the best!
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CLASSIC CONVERSION 
I have a conversion project underway that will 
combine a 2015 Duramax 6.6L and Allison 
6-speed with a 1955 Chevy 3800 stepside 
longbed pickup. I plan to use the truck to tow my 
enclosed classic car trailer here in Mississippi and 
the surrounding states. I am modifying the salvage 
2015 Chevy 2500 chassis to accept the 1955 
Chevy cab and box, but I need some dimensional 
information for this engine/transmission combina-
tion to make sure it’ll all fit into the early engine 

compartment. I also need to correctly position the 
radiator and intercooler, and possibly modify the 
transmission tunnel. I’m having a tough time locat-
ing this information. Can you help?

Lawrence Wilson
Meridian, MS

Lawrence, sounds like a fun project. In simple terms, 
if you have room for a GM big-block gas engine, the 
Duramax will fit into the available space and have 
adequate radiator clearance for the engine-driven 

fan. You may need to get creative when installing 
some of the ancillary components like locating the 
intercooler plumbing, batteries, airbox, electrical 
center and ECM/TCM computers, but the basic 
space requirements for the engine will closely follow 
that of a 454/502 gas engine in terms of width and 
length. Hood clearance is usually not a problem with 
the ’50s-era pickups. 

Our recommendation would be to carefully measure 
the engine compartment and transmission tunnel 
found in a 1988-98 Chevy/GMC full-size pickup. 
You can make cardboard templates to help you. 
Compare the dimensions of your 1955’s engine 
compartment to what you measure for the ’88-98 
Chevy. The only transmission interference problem 
you might encounter is with the transmission tunnel 
where the bell of the Allison bellhousing transitions 
to the main transmission body. To get adequate 
clearance, we pushed the tunnel upward at the 
point of interference an inch or so in our 1989 
Chevy using a hydraulic lift. No cutting was required.

We contend that GM Powertrain used a 1988-98 
C/K pickup when designing the engine packaging. 
Aside from needing to fabricate a custom set of 
motor mounts, the Duramax 6600 fits like it was 
designed for that engine compartment. Good luck, 
and let us know how the project unfolds.

NEED AN OPINION
Thank you for the magazine. As a new diesel 
owner, I appreciate your efforts to bring me up to 
speed. I am approaching retirement and will likely 
become a full-time RVer. Having resided here in 
Eau Claire, Wisconsin, for most of my life, I’m 
ready for warmer winters, and Arizona sounds like 
a nice place to spend Christmas. To help me with 
those plans I recently bought my first diesel pickup, 
a new 2017 Dodge Cummins. The Dodge is a 
wonderful truck with power to spare, but the fuel 
mileage is not what I was hoping for.
 
There’s a lot of information about upgrades that 
promise to increase fuel economy, but I would like 
your opinion. I recently read in Diesel World about 
installing a 5-inch exhaust with a cold-air intake 
system that could help improve fuel economy, and 
wanted to know what else might provide the most 
benefit. And finally, would performance injectors 
help with fuel economy? Being located in central 
Wisconsin I am familiar with cold winters. I have to 
spend a couple more years here before I retire, so I 
don’t want to make the Cummins harder to start.

William Kerst
Via Email 

With the newer DPF-equipped vehicles, installing 
an aftermarket exhaust after the DPF will increase 
flow, but not drastically. You’ll see a gain, but 
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it might not be very noticeable. Same with the 
intake—you’ll gain more flow but you may not 
notice a huge increase in economy. A tune from 
one of our advertisers will likely give you the largest 
boost in mpg and horsepower per dollar spent. But 
if increasing fuel economy is your primary objective, 
we’d begin by installing a set of boost pressure 
and exhaust temperature gauges. This should not 
affect your warranty or vehicle emissions and will 
give you good insight on how the engine is running. 
The gauges will help you drive your truck for best 

fuel efficiency. If you pay attention to the boost 
and EGT gauges you may notice a range of engine 
speeds (and boost/EGT) that appear to help the 
truck to perform at its most efficient. As a general 
rule, your Dodge Cummins will be most fuel efficient 
in the 1,800 rpm range, and will develop the best 
hill-climbing power while towing above 2,000 rpm, 
because turbocharger efficiency doesn’t peak till 
the engine is operating above 2,000. You can think 
of the turbocharger and its boost pressure as a 
torque adder.

A number of factors come together to explain the 
torque peak/rpm/fuel efficiency rule. Diesel engine 
pumping losses (or efficiency) is one determining 
factor in fuel economy. A diesel engine is more 
or less just a big air pump, with most having an 
80-85% efficiency rating for moving air in through 
its intake and out through the exhaust, and which 
varies as a function of rpm. Diesel fuel also has 
a specific burn rate, which limits the upper rpm 
capability. Diesel burns more slowly than gasoline, 
and this partly explains why most diesels operate 
at about half the dynamic rev range of a gas 
engine. Fuel atomization (droplet size), cetane 
rating (combustibility), viscosity, and injection 
timing and combustion swirl all contribute to diesel 
fuel efficiency.

A few years ago we spent the better part of an 
afternoon measuring diesel fuel consumption with 
a 6.5L diesel engine on an engine dyno and a 
calibrated digital fuel consumption device. Each 
of the following data points were collected after 
allowing the engine to operate at the indicated 
rpm and power/torque levels for 1 minute:

1,400 rpm, 29 hp / 110 lb-ft - .54 lbs/hp/hr
1,800 rpm, 53 hp / 155 lb-ft - .40 lbs/hp/hr
1,800 rpm, 82 hp / 240 lb-ft - .39 lbs/hp/hr
2,100 rpm, 50 hp / 125 lb-ft - .45 lbs/hp/hr

The above data shows how engine revolutions 
and load affect fuel use. We have shown that 
1,800 rpm with a moderate load, approximating 
an unloaded run down the highway, produces the 
best fuel efficiency. This rule has more or less 
proven itself over and over to apply to nearly all 
on-road, light-truck diesel engines. 

SEEK HELP
I bought a 2004 GMC Duramax earlier this year; 
it had a slight miss and service-engine-soon 
warning lamp and was already in limp mode. 
The previous owner said there was an injector 
problem. I was told that careful driving wouldn’t 
hurt it, and that a new set of injectors could wait 
until I could afford to change the full set. Since 
buying the truck, I added about 8,000 miles to 
the odometer before the transfer case began to 
make noise. I thought it should be as simple to 
work on as my older trucks, so I jacked it up and 
disconnected the four electrical plugs on the 
transfer case along with the big plug going to 
the Allison. I couldn’t find a problem without tak-
ing the transfer case apart, so I reconnected the 
electrical connections and decided to take the 
truck back to the dealership for a diagnosis. 

Before, it would shift and run a top speed of 
around 65 mph at 2,000 rpm, but now 45 mph 
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at 2,000 rpm is all it’ll do. The dealership indicat-
ed there were transmission-related trouble codes. 
What about the neutral safety back-up switch? 
Any help would be appreciated. 

Ben Lawson
Via Email

While a curious truck owner can eventually learn 
enough to understand how the various powertrain 
systems operate and then properly diagnose a 
problem, acquiring the knowledge doesn’t come 
overnight. It sounds like seeking professional help 
would be a good move in solving your problem.

An injector “issue” can be relatively benign or it can 
result in severe engine damage if not remedied. The 
Tech II Scan Tool and the OBD-II diagnostics can 
be used to identify what might be causing the limp 
mode and give you more information to evaluate 
the risks for waiting to fix the problem. Always ask 
for the complete set of trouble codes when paying 
someone to diagnose a problem. 

An out of the ordinary transfer case noise is never 
a good thing. First, be sure to check the ATF fluid 
level in the transfer case. More than a few transfer 
cases used in these trucks have experienced 
a wear-through of the rear case half, in the area 
that supports the internal transfer case fluid pump. 
A wear-through will produce a leak, which if not 
caught in time will empty the two quarts of Dextron 
III/IV ATF and could result in transfer case failure 
due to a lack of lubrication. This problem is a lot less 
costly to repair when caught early.

The Neutral Safety Back-Up (NSBU) switch is 
mounted to the side of the transmission (over the 
shift gear selector shaft) and interfaces with the 
vehicle computers. Its purpose is to accurately relay 
shift (gear selection) position. Yes, a bad NSBU could 
be the cause your current transmission problem, but 
a Tech II Scan Tool can be used to verify its operation. 
Since this problem occurred soon after unplugging 
and reconnecting the electrical connectors, we’d first 
suspect a related electrical problem (i.e., pushed or 
bent pin) and would want to eliminate that possibility 
before suspecting a bad part.

We recommend biting the bullet and seeking help 
for the repairs. You may actually save money in the 
long run. Talk to other diesel pickup owners in your 
area; they may be able to help you locate a good 
and fair shop or garage. 

Send your questions to
DWEditor@EngagedMediaInc.com

or mail them here:
Diesel World

17890 Sky Park Circle,
Irvine, CA 92614
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Diesel Power Products 151
Dieselsite 63, 159
Discount Tire Direct 53
DP Tuner 129
Dynatrac 182
EBC Brakes USA Inc 31
Edge Products Inc. 147
EFILive Limited 13
Elite Diesel Engineering 175
Federal Mogul Motorparts 193
Fleece Performance Engineerin 173
Flex-A-Lite Consolidated 191
Ford Performance Specialists 171
Fusion Bumpers 41, 113
Gale Banks Engineering 181
Gale Banks Engineering 2-3
Garmon's Diesel Performance 57
Haisley Machine 191
Harbor Freight Tools 58
Hypermax Engineering 186
Hypertech Inc. 65
Industrial Injection 8-9
IPA, Inc 181
Irate Diesel 153
K & N Engineering, Inc 47
KC TURBOS INC. 89
Krazy On Highways Inc. 131
KT Performance 47, 163
Lubrication Specialties 103
Maryland Performance Diesel 81
Merchant Automotive 191
MHT 94-95
MISHIMOTO 75
Monster Hooks Inc 132
Move Bumpers 87
Neal Technologies, Inc. 14-15, 190
NHRA Marketing 171, 190
Nitto Tires 196
Oil Charge System 190
One Up Offroad 68
Overkill Fabrications 68
Oz Tuner 59
Pac Brake 167
Paci� c Performance Engineering 36-37
Power Driven Diesel 183
Powerstroke Products 105
Preble Diesel Performance 190
Pure Diesel Power 188
Radiator Supply House 163
Ready Lift Suspension, Inc. 35
Recon Truck Accessories 118-119
Riff Raff Diesel 185
Road Armor 96-97
Rolling Big Power 10-11
Royalty Core 111
Scheid Diesel Service Co., Inc 67
Shocker Hitch 187
SimpliSafe 121
Socal Diesel 69
Southeast Power Systems 154
Sport Truck USA Inc. 83
SpynTec Industries 191
Stainless Diesel 29
Strattec Security Corp. (BoltLock) 181
Strictly Diesel LLC 109
Summit Racing Equipment 21
Suncoast Converters, Inc. 139
Swamp's Diesel Performance 93
The Wheel Group 19
Thoroughbred Performance 73
TITAN Fuel Tanks 82, 143
Transfer Flow 79
TSW Alloy Wheels 77
US Diesel/Gomers Warehouse 141
Warren Diesel 115
Wheel Fire 24-25, 120
Wheel Pros 125
Wilwood Engineering 177
Xtreme Diesel Performance 127
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FILL IT   CUT IT   SEND IT

JUST

SAVE
BIG ONLY $32.95

Or, log on to www.engagedmediamags.com/combo_stcbg and use promo code A573H3U1
or call 800-764-6278

Outside U.S., add $40 per year for postage. Payment in U.S. funds only.

YES! Sign me up for a subscription to Street Trucks and C10 Builder’s Guide for just $32.95.
That’s 15 issues for a total savings of $80.90 on the cover price.

Fill out the order form below and mail it, along with your payment information, to:
Engaged Media Inc., Lockbox # 70253, Philadelphia, PA 19176-9883

Buy a 1-year subscription to 
Street Trucks along with a 1-year 
subscription to C10 Builder’s 
Guide and get a 71% discount 
on the combined cover price!

Sign Up Now 
and Save Big
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Credit Card Number                        Expiration Date     /    /
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57th annual Circle K NHRA Winternationals
Feb. 9-12 • Pomona, Calif.

33rd annual NHRA Arizona Nationals
Feb. 24-26 • Phoenix

48th annual Amalie Motor Oil NHRA Gatornationals
March 16-19 • Gainesville

18th annual DENSO Spark Plugs NHRA Nationals
March 31-April 2 • Las Vegas

30th annual NHRA SpringNationals
April 21-23 • Houston

8th annual NHRA Four-Wide Nationals
April 28-30 • Charlotte, N.C.

37th annual NHRA Southern Nationals
May 5-7 • Atlanta

29th annual Menards NHRA Heartland Nationals 
presented by Minties
May 19-21 • Topeka, Kan.

5th annual NHRA New England Nationals
June 2-4 • Epping, N.H.

48th annual NHRA Summernationals
June 8-11 • Englishtown

17th annual NHRA Thunder Valley Nationals
June 16-18 • Bristol, Tenn.

11th annual Summit Racing Equipment 
NHRA Nationals
June 22-25 • Norwalk, Ohio

20th annual Route 66 NHRA Nationals
July 6-9 • Chicago

38th annual Mopar Mile-High NHRA Nationals
July 21-23 • Denver

30th annual Toyota NHRA Sonoma Nationals
July 28-30 • Sonoma, Calif.

30th annual NHRA Northwest Nationals
Aug. 4-6 • Seattle

36th annual Lucas Oil NHRA Nationals
Aug. 17-20 • Brainerd, Minn.

63rd annual Chevrolet Performance U.S. Nationals
Aug. 30-Sept. 4 • Indianapolis

10th annual NHRA Carolina Nationals
Sept. 15-17 • Charlotte, N.C.

33rd annual Dodge NHRA Nationals
Sept. 21-24 • Reading, Pa.

6th annual AAA Insurance NHRA Midwest Nationals
Sept. 29-Oct. 1 • St. Louis

32nd annual AAA Texas NHRA FallNationals
Oct. 12-15 • Dallas

17th annual NHRA Toyota Nationals
Oct. 26-29 • Las Vegas

53rd annual Auto Club NHRA Finals
Nov. 9-12 • Pomona, Calif.

EVENT SCHEDULE

FOR COMPLETE SCHEDULE 
AND TICKETS GO TO NHRA.COM

2017

NHRA MELLO YELLO DRAG RACING SERIES 
COUNTDOWN TO THE CHAMPIONSHIP
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MORE POWER 
AND MORE MPG 

FOR YOUR 
TURBODIESEL TRUCK

Also check out our complete 
line of heavy-duty 
transmission coolers!

800-851-1510
www.flex-a-lite.com

Aluminum Radiator and  
Dual Electric Fan System for 
2003–2007 Ford Super Duty 
(Shown with optional direct-fit transmission cooler kit)

Bolt-On Electric Fan 
Conversions for:

2003–2009 Dodge Ram with Cummins
1994–2002 Dodge Ram with Cummins
2003–2007 Ford Super Duty with 6.0L 
Power Stroke
1998–2003 Ford Super Duty with Power 
Stroke

PERFORMANCE 
COOLING
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Available on app stores below

Single issues are also available at $5.99. 

For questions on downloading the magazine apps contact 800-764-6278.
For a full listing of our digital titles, visit www.engagedmediamags.com/digital today!

Just log on to

ENGAGEDMEDIAMAGS.COM/EEM-5032

OR

SCAN QR CODE BELOW

To Your Favorite Street Trucks 
Digital Magazine

SUBSCRIBE NOW

Get One Issue FREE!

SAVE 78% on Annual Subscription

SUBSCRIBE NOW

*12 issues for only $19.99*12 issues for only $19.99

Online
(Win/Mac)
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Trust Fel-Pro® PermaTorque® MLS to seal your Power Stroke.®

Performance is our middle name too.
We get it. The thrill of primal, chest-pounding power. The rush of punching 

it and feeling that massive motor get up and haul. The satisfaction of 

maximizing all that performance. That’s why we know you’ll never stop 

pushing your engine’s potential to the limit. And we’ll never stop pushing 

ahead with technology to make sure it all stays sealed.

©2016 Federal-Mogul Motorparts Corporation. Fel-Pro and PermaTorque are trademarks owned by Federal-Mogul Corporation, or one or 

more of its subsidiaries, in one or more countries. All other trademarks shown are the property of their respective owners. All rights reserved.

Felpro-Only.com/diesel
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